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1972 PONTIAC FIREDIRD, radio, 8·-track. On~
owner, _cxcell~nt condition, Best offer. Aftc.( S call
243-65i6.
Ol/30
CENTURION 10 SPEED BIKE, 19" frame, Brand
new, $110.247-9193.
03/30
TE;AC TAPE DECK, Dual turntable, IWO Dynaco
speakers, Pioneer receiver, Call Robert after 6:00,
292-3225.
03/31
1972 VEGA SEDAN, economical 4-speed! top
condition, $900 or best pffer. Must sell, 881-2670.
04/04
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CONTACTS?)? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS,
Ca£cy Optical Company, 255-8736
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
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traception, sterili~ation, abortion, Right to Ch~ose,

294-0171.
04128
HOW LONG CAN IT GO ON7??7 Natural Sound
Records and Tapes storewide sale is _now in its third

month--the longest sale in the history of New Me~<.ico.
All6.98 lisl LP's are 3,99, all7.98 list LP's are 4.89.
Higher list LP's lind all tapes, 1.00 off regular prlce,
Natural Sound has a large stock of U:"!ed records an<j
tapes which are ~uarantecd against c!cfccts, priced at
1.99 up. Bring down _your unwanted records and

tapes and trade for cash or new music. Nf)tural Sound
Recordti & Tnpt:s. 119 Harvard SE, (+\cross from
Hippo I~;e Cream), and 8019-A Mcnaul NE,
04/14

'.

GENERAL CINEMA COR.P. discount movie tickets
now available: SUB Box ornce. $2.50.
03/31
ANNUAL PHI ALPHA THETA book sale. Prices
from !'ic, Hundreds of titles. At SUB from 9-5
Tuesday, April4,1978.
04/04
CREATIVE SEWING--SEW without panerns. Class
starts April 6th. The Weavers' Studio, 20S Stanford
SE. 265-9100,
Ol/ll
PHI ALPHA THETA (History Honorary Society)
will meet on Friday, March 31, 1978, at 3:30pm in
the History Department Lounge, Mesa Vista Hall
1104.
Ol/31
1ST ANNUAl. EVERYTHING must go .:;pring sale-all pipes, tobacco's, paraphernalia, imported
cigarelle_s, celestial teas, rainbows, incense,
everything up to 40 per cent off at Pipe & Tobacco
Road, 107B Cornell SE, across from UNM. M-F
8:30-6:00, Sat. 10-5. (Expecting a tax refund? One
dollar puts any pipe on layaway!)
04/10
PERRY'S PIZZA. We Deliver. Call 843-9750. Try
our fresh salad and slice specials for lunc;:h.
04/03
SHY, HANDSOME, SEMI-ATHLETIC wriler
would like to meet a woman interested in reading and
hiking. I feel very strange· placing this ad and have
even re;ned a post office box so rny friends won't
think I'm cra~y. Please write jf you'd like to meet me
04/05
for lunch some time. Box 4411, 871%.
NOTICE: DENNIS GARCIA !Jay4/6/78.
03/31
DO YOU WANT to get in good rurming shape but
lnck t\1e self-discipline to stick with a running
program? Let RerH-a-Runrier amst you, 277·2885
evenings.
04/05
TODA Y'S RIDDLE: WHAT'S the connt:dion? Dag•
Beaker-Altar-Pie. The Real Bags,
03/30
RICK SHAY'S BIRTHDAY is tomorrow. Don't let
him forget it.
03/JO
GONNA BOOGIE TONITE? Ned's has The Planets
for d~mcing until2 am.
03/30

2.

LOST & FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
ss
FOUND: LADIES WRIST watch, near College Inn.
Call Roger 277·3106 day, 242-8356'evenings, 04/03
FOUND: GOLD WIRI!·FRAME prescription glasses
in black case--labelled Benson. Found ncar Civil
Engineering patio. Call277~2722,
04/04
LOST: ZIMMERMAN LIBRARY, March 27, Green
bookbag. Would like to recover contents, Please
leave at library orriceordesk. No questions asked.

04/04
LOST: BROWN PURSE in front of Mitchell Hall.
Keep money. Please just return contents. Call Leslie.
296-7357.
04104
LOST: NEAR SUB Monday, key ring containing two
t\ngs on a leather strap. Important!! Caii842-S32S.
OJ/30
LOST: LADIES GOLD Watch; bdorc spring 'Urcak.
Reward. 268-9.591.
04/05
FOUND: BROWN .BRUSH in ladies restroom in
Marron Hall. Claim.in Room 10.5 1 Marron Hall.
. 04/0J
LOST: BRIEFCASE MISSING south cf SUB.
Papers necessary for school: Reward--no questions.
268~2017 weekday evenings, or drop by the LOBO
Lo!i.L and Found, Marron Hall Rm. lOS.
0410$

3.

SERVICES

ENGINEERS
Avery Construction Company Is looking
for a hard working, Industrious person
who wants lo get Involved with a growing,
progressive construction company.
We are looking for a person who wants
to devefop a luture 111 Heavy & Highway
Gonstructlon areas .af field supervision,

layout,

bidding,

estimating,

4.

con~

6.

HOUSING

ROOMY 1-BDRM FURNISHED apt,, utilities paid,
$185.00 mo., 116 Harvard SE. Call898-1254.
03/31
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY, UTILITIES paid,
$14),00 mo., 1710Coal Pl. SE. Call 898-1254, 03/31
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, wall·l()-wall carpet, close to
UNM, llice neighborhood, $305. 268-1637.
03/30
APT. FOR l~ENT. Ottmt 3-blltllt, 2 ball!, all tilt!
extras! $39.'i/mo. 293·4783,
03/31
ALL UTILITIES PAJD1 clean solid 1-bdrm, 3-blks
to UNM, $6.S. Ca11262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
•
03/31
BIKE TO CLASS, finally fumislled 2-bdrm, securely
fenced yard, $1 SO. Call 262~1751, Valley Rentals, $30
fee.
03/31
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Recreation rooms.
Study lounges. Pool, underground parking. Social
programs. 303 Ash NE. 243-2881.
03/30
STUDIO APT. 3 BLKS to UNM, $110 plus utilities.
03/30
843-9712. .
ROOM & BOA~D: RESPONSIBLE female to live-in
(private bedroom/bath), and care for 2 children ages
8 & 10, 2:30 pm-9:00 pm, Monday-Friday, end of
March lhrough May. Home 3 blocks from UNM.
265-5318.
04to4
NEAR UNM, LARGE 2 Bedroom basement apartment. furnished, fireplace. $22!1/mo. including ali
utilities. Call after4:30, 266-2375.
04/04

5.

FORSALE

PEUGOT 'BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories,
03/31
1975 HARLEY-DAVIDSON 250 SPRINT, one
owner. $400/besl offer. Cal1294~7671. Ernie, 03/30
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxel\ C-90 blank
ca<;<:ettes! ·uo: S3.2.S. UDXL: $4, Minimum 6.
Fireny, 256<1495.
04117
HANG GLIDER, ELECTRA l'lyer. Paoh Finder.
03/J I
Excellent Condition, $25(}.00, 256-1022.
1971 VW. GREAT conc.lilion, interior like new. Cnll
for detail<;, Mary, 277·2161.
04103
1976 KAWASAKI 'KE 125 Enduro, 400 miles. $600
bc~t offer. 296-9487.
04/04
1972 CORVETTE, BOTH tops, PS, PB, AC. need~
paim. $5500 best offer. 296-9487.
04/04
MOVING SALE: 72 PLYMOUTH, furniture, ladies
bit:}' de. 2(i6·9882.
04/04
DOUERMAN PUPPIES $50.00. Call 344-9772.04/04
YAMAI-IA CR·IOOO, Bo!>c 901 series Ill speakers plus
equalizer, ond AKAl 6300 10 inch rccllo reel tape
deck for just $1000, Contact Brian at 26S·B478 and
leave mes!>age.
tfn

JJ Moped, 3222 Ccmral SE, 268-3949,

PART-TIME JOD GRADUATE students only.
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday artd Saturday nights. Must be 2lyrs. old,
Apply in p"ersorl, no phone calls please. S~ve·Way
Liquor Stores :u 57()4 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE.
031)1
TRAVEL! FOREIGN SHIPS! Good pay! No cxpcricn~:th Men/women, St~mped long envelope.
GLOBE-TROTIER, Bo~ 1266,C4, Kansas City, Mo.
64141.
~
Ol/30

7.

TRAVEL

DRIVING OUT ·OF STATE? Our riders will share
gas and driving. J,T.C. 265-9860.
04/07
INTERNATIONAL CHARTER FLIGHTS, Eurail,
passes, travel information available at Inter·
coruinental Travel Centre. Our services arc free! 265·
9860.
04/07

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

DOWNTOWN SPACE FOR, RENT: Walk-up
s1udi9s and ofnces: inexpensive, interesting, safe,
unique. Rosenwald Building. Fou_rth and Central.
242-6166,298-6046.
03/30
CHEAP WATERBEDSI WATER orips $99.00 buys
you I) dark wa[nut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam comfort pad, 4) any size mauress with 5-year
guarantee: $99.00. 3401 Central NE, 255-2289. 04/04
SOLAR POWER, G.E,D, produc;:ts for home or
business:. Call Mark at ALPHA Systems, 255·3367
TODAY.
04/04
DOWNTOWN BAZAAR: RETAILER'S 'slalls for
rent~ SIOO.OO month, $7.00 day. Open Monda)'·
Saturday. Rosenwald Building. Fourth and Central.
242-6166, 298-6046.
03/30
SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP April I & 2,
Saturday 10-4 pm, Sunday 1·4 pm. Cost $30.00,
~tudenls $20.00. Limited enrollment. Phone 262-0066
or266-1789.
03/31
NATURAL DYE WORKSHOP. Learn to uo;c native
The Wcavcro,' Studio, 2()5 Stanford
03/31

ON'fAC'f LENS
SPECIAL
$10" Allergan Kit $3.50
Call for lnw prke~nn hard.
\uft, ur \l'U'II·\ufllt•n\1~~

Casey Optical Co.
(11!'!1 1bmr

ltJ Ca.11ly lif':tUII

f)rr1P,J

Lomas at Washington ·
.'-r---::=- . 255-8736'
.

•

MCAT ·OAT •LSAT • GMAT
GRE • OCAT • VAT· SAT
1MB I. II, III·ECFMG·FLEX·VQE

6--.-J

NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Progr•m• & Houn

l E~~!ER

'l"hne IS • diffnencem
· For Information Please Call:

29~~?1~16

Snowheights N E
Aibuq. New i'Viex.

~

. SPECIALISTS
rEsT PREPARATION
SINCE 1938
. MCA'f Classes
Start Feb.18
·

Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800·223·1182
Centers In MaJor US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and lugano, Switzerland

DO YOU HAVE ZITS?
The University of New Mexico Division
of Dermatology and Student Health
Center needs volunteers with acne to
help determine the effectiveness of a
new medication for treatment of this
condition. Patients must be available
for examination on Satu:::day mornings
starting Aprii 8 througla July 1. and
should not be taking oral antibiotics or
birth control pills during the month
before the study begins. Volunteers will
be paid for their participation.

structlon and other related fields In the
construction industry in New Mexico and
Colorado.

For further lntormatlonj

contact or write:
Bus Avery
P.O. Box GG
Buena Vfsta, Co. 81211

or call:
(303) 395·2443

PEACE CORPS

277-5907

/ tJPEOIAlo

', p!ILECTIONS

For further' in/ormation, contact Rita Macinnis (277·4757)
Sharon Noble (277·3136).
·
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HAYAY' SHALOM

Jerking E.levator
Causes Problems

.

Recorded Message
Phone

l,

)"

·•/'

EMPLOYMENT

PREPARE FOR:

87112

LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842·5200.
t(n
EXPERT TYPING. 266-4567.
03/31
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general. legal, medical,
.schotasiit:. Charls& tables. 345-212S.
04-/29
KINKOiS TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
how 3-mimue Passport Photos. No appointment.
268-8515.
tfn
TYPING ISTQUALITY.883-7787.
tfn
GREATTYPING! 266·3953.
03/31
ROTOTILL! NO BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
available. Call Tim, 268-6510.
04/28
ACCURATE TYPING BY PROFESSIONAL. 242·
2266.
04/07
WEAVING, SPINNING CLASSES--inkle and
cardwcaving workshops·~all slarling soon. The
Wca.,.·ers 1 Studio, 20S Stanford SE, 265-9100. 03/31
TUTORINC1 fN SPANISH 1 conversation or reading.
Call Miguel. 262·0449.
0313 l
TUTORING--GENERAL AND Organic Chcmis1ry,
Math, Calculu~. Steve. 266-4856.
03/31

fleld

EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing ·assistance,'
265-1164.
04/10
VOLVO REPAIR. REASONABLE. Guarunoee.
Mike, 247-9(}83 evenings,
04/04
EXPERT BICYCLE REPAIRS. In shop usc o( tools
and inslruction also avait~ble. Albuquerque Bike Co.
04/05
op. 106 Girard SF., Room 111. 265-5170,

04105
TELEVISION $50. 266-8234.
69 BUG, REBUILT ENGINE, generator. Carburation, new paint, distributor, batterY, tires,
seatcovers. and more. Clean, like new, gas saver,
$1200 firm. 345-1780,
03/31
E-FLAT ALTO SAXOPHONE. Very good condition, $275, Cal! 877-4794 for David,
03/30

el&t1'f' M .eXICO
·
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BUY 'N' BUY......
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By TIM GALLAGHER
LOBO Editor
·~

JUAREZ is the perfect "angel"
for entertaining friends. It just
tiptoes through the cocktails ...
mixes so quietly you scarcely
know it's there.

A 20-year-old · elevator in .Mesa
Vista Hall is causing handicapped
students some problems and the
University has no immediate plans
to fix it· although help might be
coming soon.
The elevator in the North Wing
of Mesa Vi.sta was put in when the
building was constrm;ted in the
1950s.. Recently the elevator has
been giving wheelchair stvdents
some headaches.
Campus ·Planner Joe McKinney
said the University has several
options among which are construction of a new elevator to the
tune ofabout$50,000.
McKinney said that according to
new federal regulations, the
University must make every service
on cam pus accessible to th!! han~
dicapped, but does not have to
make every space accessible. "So
we have some other options such as
relocating some services or
establishing systems where the
service could come to the student.''
The most recent breakdown of
the elevator occurred Wednesday
when a ha,ndicapped sutdent missed
an appointment because the broken
elevator was not repaired for
almost an hour.
:S.ul thal incJctent is only one in a
string of many, said Leslie
Oonovan, president of the Disabled
on Campus group. "1 don't ride it

.~

~-

A heavenly bargain too! And
your local liquor merchant will assure
you that ... you ~take it with you.

lTEDUILA

GOLD OR SILVER
IMPORTED & BOTILED BY

TEOUILAJALISCO SA
ST. LOUIS, fv'O. SO PROOF

TDDAY'S CIDSSIDID PUZZLB
ACROSS 45 Subordinate UNITED Feature Syndicate
rulers
1 Operate a 4 7 Put In pitch Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:
bike
48 Big name In
6 Judicious
Argentina
10 Compass 49 Showed the 0H AB ER yD c0 0D RE SE DA 0R DE 0N sA
point
way
N A p E s
l 0 S E
V A
14 ----- Ca- . 50 Applaud
E T
!gNTRA C T 0 R s
mancho: 54 Ballet pose n e T R A 0 E
P E E R
Mexican
T 0 p
57 Blaze
P. L 0 0
A R K
president
unsteadily
s I VA
T H 0 R
A HN I E
15 He died:
K H E W
c 0 E D GR E AT
58 Lie at
Latin
R I N D
S I G N s
H U T S
anchor
16 To the In- 59 Eject
P AlT
E N T
S. E G 0
side of
E R
E S H E
M
60 Livestock's
~
17 Pours
C A N T 0 N CHI N ~Tu T E
milieu
18 Stupidity 61 Source
S T u 8
AR D 0 R
l A N D
symbol: 2 62 The one and I R E I! E DN C E ·R 0 D E
0 R E L
N A R E S
G 0 E R
words
the other
20 Theater
63 Greek
group: Abbr. theater
21 Yielding
much
19 Prohibit
device
warmth
DOWN
legally
41 Ardent ad22 Equitable
21 Poasesslvd
mlrer
•
portion
1 ----cake:
word
43 Searched
23 Unrelenting
Child's
24 Canadian
deeply
25 Tries out
game
whiskey
44 Wet sticky
again
2 Equally
25 Parts played earth
matched
26 Goddess of 45 Booms
27 Convents
30 Ill-humored 3 Parliament
discord
46 Home on a
31 World4 Medieval
27 The
hill
weary
treatise
alphabet
G
47
32 Flower
5 Spanish ar- 28 Disfiguring
ear pro33 Dull finish
tlcle
mark
49j0evcetlrownhselmlng
36 Firearm
6 ----- and
29 Staircase
37 Money-sav- Gomorrah
51 craving
Country
ralii ng
ing do's
7 Touch
30 Beasts of
38 ----Cruz
against
burden
road
39 Symington, 8 Game snare 32 Small pies 52 Jason's ship
to friends
9 And so
34 Russian sea. 53 Hammerhead
40 Apple parts
forth: abbr. 35 Recital of
part
41 Last
10 Desires
events
55 Whimper
42 Young her- 11 Covering
37 Cleansing 56"--- Vadls":
rings
1 2 Initiate
agent
Historical
44 Thing that 13 Drinks
38 Ivy-covered;
novel
covers
habitually 40 Lifting
57 Back

~~

mucli anymore," said Donovan, wheelchair students because the
"because when I was a freshman I Special Services 0 ffice is an the
rode it once and I was too scared to· second floor of. Mesa Vista Hall
ever ride it again. But I hear a lot of and the only access to it is via the
elevator.
horror stories about it."
Bea Beven, secretary in the
Donovan returned to the elevator
(which jerks occupants when it Special Services, said "We get a lot
stops) with the LOBO Thursday to of students who have to come up
illustrate some of the "horror here and a ramp would be so
stories." At different stops, the inexpensive.''
McKinney said a ramp is conelevator failed to meet the level of
the floor varying in inaccuracy sidered as one of the alternatives.
from less than an inch to about four "We might be able to do it on the
inches. There is also an ap- third and second floors and shift
proximately three-inch gap between some of the functions on the fourth
the elevator floor and the building floor to areas that are accessible.''
McKinney said an ad hoc
floor.
"That's not so bad when you're committee on the disabled will
. c6i:\ling ou~. but when you go in it work "as quickly as possible, but as
thoroughly as possible. We hope to
. can be dangerous," Donovan said.
The faculty elevator proves make some sort of decision by the
extremely frustrating for many end of May."

,

Elevator in Mesa Vista Hall

Budget Woes Continue

Senate Goes to the Wire
By D. M. FLYNN
LOBO News Editor
Before the weekend is over, some
ASUNM senators may take advantage of Agora director Ja.y
Moses' offer to use Agora's 24 hour
crisis ce~ter. The ASllNM sen at~ is
stuck between a rock and a hard
place today with the t)lird round of
the budget hearings scheduled to

begin at 10 a.m.
After two hearings this week, the
senate has left approximately
$27,000. The group still has to
decide how much money to put on
the ballot for their own expenses or
"General Governmental."
A.SUNM
President
Tom
Williams has rcommended that
$37,749.48 be the amount for
General Governmental, an increase

of just . under $6,000 from this Child Care Co-op requested
$21,500 and KUNM requested
year's budget.
The increase, Williams said, is $58,000.
KUNM is ASUNM's most costly
due to the addition of a staff
organization,
folowed by PlRG
secretary that will do clerical work
with
$45,000
approved by the
for several ASUNM funded
senate
and
the
LOBO
with $30,000.
organizations.
To date, only the Child Care Co- PIRG requested $47,200 and the
op and KUNM-FM have received LOBO requested $40,000.
Wednesday, the senate did not
the amount of money they
consistently
follow the recomrequested from the Senate. The
mendations made by the finance
committee or Williams. Senator R.
J. Laino said, at one point during
the six-hour session, "Man, what a
mess."
Requests still to be heard by the
senate include: · Black Student
Union, Homecoming Committee,
Interfraternity Council, Lobby
Committee, Office of Research and
Consumer Affiars, Poetry Series,
Disabled on Campus, Clinical Law,
Returning Students Association,
Student Nurses Association,
Associacion
de
Estudiante~
Mexicanos, Albuquerque Boycott
Committee, Ctizens for Clean Air
and Water, Delta Sigma Pi, ASA
Gallery and the Council for
Exceptional Children.

Director of NORML
Nabbed a·t Smoke-In
City police escorted
Alex Kaplan, director of
NORML, from the pot
smoke-in at the Mexican
Consulate Thursday, but
not
for
smoking
marijuana in public.
"(,had one outstanding
traffic ticket," Kaplan
said. "f/1ey picked me up
and brought me downtown and made me pay
if.-~'~

He said that while the
ticket, for running a stop
light, was overdue, he felt
the police could have
picked a more opportune
time to see that he paid it.
"/..( was a subtle form of
harrassment, but I don't
feel harrassed. It's my
fault, I should have
"he said.

Approved
Budget
Vote Due
LOBO photo by W. T. Hunt

See Saturday's
Issue Today

'·

Pepsi light
(See pages seven and eight}

Today, beginning on page five of the New Mexico Daily LOBO is the
annual April Fools LOBLOW issue. Due to an unforeseen mixup in this
year's calendar, April Fools Day will be held on Saturday. The LOBO
regrets the error.
Included in this issue arc the winners in the NMPlRG lottery, NMPlRG's altegcd connection in the death by suicide of two LOBO editors,
NMPlRG's altcged slush fund of $2 student fees used in the New Mexican
innucnce peddling scandal in the State Legislture, NMPIRG's handy
consumer guide on how to distredit anyone you ever disliked but were
afaird to because you lacked the imagination, and 10 extra pages an
NMPIRG to make up \Vr all the times the LOBO supposedly negleCted
them.

The
Graduate
Student
Association will vote Saturday on
the 1978-79 proposed budget as
approved by phe Finance Committee.
Margaret Moses, president of
GSA said that if there were any fee
cuts, th~ lm~ would be applied
proportionately only to student
organizations and not to the internal GSA budget.
The proposed budget is: Child
Day Care Center, $5000; Clinical
Law Program, $5000; Cultural
Committee, $4000; LOBO, $4000;
KUNM, $4000; Malsa, $2870; ASA
Gallery, $1600; Agora, $1275;
International Center, $1000; New
America
(American Studies
Journal), $800; Poetry Series, $700;
Law School Bar, $600; American
Indian Law Student Association,
$500 and Women's Law Caucus,
$300 for a total of$31,645.
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'Possessed' E'pileptic
'Died for Her Sins'.
ASCHAFFENBURG, West Germany (tJPI) - Attorneys for two
priests and the parents of a "possessed" young woman who died during
exorcism rites said.at the opening of their trial Thursday she may have
wanted to die "to atone for her sins."
The four defendants, accused of negligent homocide for allowing the
victim to wither to 70 pounds and die of starvation, based their defense on
constitutional guarantees of religious freedom.
The priests held exorcism rites at the 23-year-old student's home in the
town of Klingenberg for nine months untir she died July I, 1976. An
autopsy showed Anneliese Michel, who had refused to eat, was an epileptic
who died of malnutrition and dehydration. She believed she was possessed
by evil spirits.
Tape recordings made during the exorcism last fall showed Miss
Michel's voice was eerie and harsh.
One of the priests said it was actually the voice of demons who
''possessed" her and identified two of the voices !IS belonging to demons
named "hitler" anct "nero."
Defense lawyer Erich Schmidt-Leichner said exorcism is legal in West
Germany and Miss Michel, in submitting to it, exercised her right of
religious freedom guaranteed by the constitution.
'.'Anneliese might have wanted to die to atone for her sins," SchmidtLeichner told the court.
· The highly religious Miss Michel, an education student at the University
of Wuerzburg, decided to undergo exorcism when doctors failed' to stop
her seizures, the lawyer said.

CAIRO, Egypt (UP!)
President Anwar Sadat and Israeli
Defense Minister Ezer Weizman
held two hours of secrecy shrouded
talks Thursday but failed to break
the deadlock in Middle East peace
negotiations.

Bubble Boy
Swallows
Two Coins
HOUSTON (UPI) - David, the
boy in the bubble suit with no
natural immunity to germs, has
gained some real mobility for the
first time in his life. But he can get
into trouble as well as any 6 year
old.
Wearing a spacesuit·like mobile
isolator designed by NASA
engineers and medical experts, he
recently inspected his parents'
bedroom, his sister's playroom,
examined family photos and played
some records.
On his first excursion outside he
sprayed nurses and family with a
garden hose. Another time he
swallowed part of his coin
collection.
David has a severe combined
immune deficiency disease. Germs
from the common cold could kill .
him. He has lived all but the first
few seconds of his life in a sterilized
environment that· began with a
plastic bubble.
Something as simple as
swallowing the coins could have
b~en a major problem for the child,
doctors said.
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Benefit Concert

SQtutdQy Apr-il 1, 1978 • 8:15

P.m.

bnlltoom

Admission $3

As the two men were meeting at
Sadat' s Nileside residence just
north of Cario, President Carter
gave Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin a vote of confidence during a news conference in
Brasilia, Brazil.
Carter, on a four-nation would
tour, categorically denied his
administration wanted to see Begin
replaced. He called reports that
Washington considered Begin an
obstacle to peace "completely
false."
Weizman arrived in Cairo
Thursday morning to almost no
fanfare from the Eqyptian press a far cry from the publicity
surrounding his earlier trips to
Eqypt in January and February.
Following the meeting with
Sadal, a presidential spokesman

Students $1

l \.
performing artists
Morton Schoenteld, plano
Floyd Wllllamo, clarinet
Joel Rooenberg, viola
Rita Angel, plano
Leonard Felberg, violin

~

Arlette Fefberg, plailo
Suoan Patrick, harpsichord
Early Mualc Eneoimble
Traditional Chinen Dancere
Trio Nuevo Mexlcano

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL'S objectives: • release of Prisoners of Conscience• • elimination of the death penalty • an end to torture, cruel, Inhuman or otherwise degrading treatment of anyone Imprisoned In violation
of the provisions of the Univer!!al Declaration of Human Rlghta.
•Prlaonero ol Conscience are those who are arreated for their conaclenl!ouoly held
bellela, their ethnic origin, color, religion, or oex; provided they have not ueed or ad·
vacated violence.

said, "There was no progress ... and
the situation remains unchanged."
The spokesman denied reports
from Israel that the talks with
Weizman constituted a resumption
of direct Eqyptian-Israeli political
and military negotiations, which
broke off e11rlier this year.
"The work of the (joint) political
and military committees has been at
a standstill and they will not resume
until after a basis has been found
for restarting the talks," the
spokesman said in a restatement of
the Eqyptian position.
One day before Weizman
arrived, U.S. Ambassador Hermann F. Eilts delivered a letter to
Sadat from Begin. Reports from
Israel said the letter urged
resumption of direct political and
military talks.

Energy Report Pessimistic
An ominous thought: there is
danger the world energy situation
will become critical before it seems
serious. That is the conclusion of a
workshop on Alternate Energy
Strageties whose report, Energy;
Global Prospects 1985-2000, was
submitted to President Carter. The
experts all agree that the gap
between demand and supply for
that all-important resource, oil, will
come sometime in the mid-1980s.

I
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This prediction takes into account
the Alaska and North Sea sources
coming on stream.
Even
considering ;. these
predictions, the public of the U.S.
continues to heat and cool to extrernes, drive gas-eating vehicles,
·and disregard the evidence. The
U.S. government has yet to formulate a National Energy Policy.
<:;arter has a plan but no policy.
R. Dafter and D. Fishlock
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By Black Guerrillas
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420 Students Taken

The Duke Has
Medical Tests
For Ailing Lung
BOSTON (UP!) - Actor John
Wayne, who lost a lung to cancer
and recently suffered bronchial
pneumonia, Thursday underwent
diagnostic tests at Massachusetts
General Hospital in connection
with a respiratory ailment.
The hospital stressed the
examinations on Wayne, who lost a
lung to cancer in I 964, has nothing
at ail to do with a recurrence of the
disease. ''He is being examined
today and it is not cancer related,"
the spokesman said.

•
Hector Garcia, guitar
Frank Bowen, tlute
Mimi Tung, plano
Kurt Frederick, plano
Suoan Schoenleld, viola

I

cret Mideast Talks
Fail to End Deadlock

vv

nt un
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World News

SALISBURY, Rhodesia (UPI)Black nationalist guerrillas kidnapped 420 black students and a
dozen staff members from their
British Methodist mission school
and marched them into neighboring
Botswana at gunpoint, military
authorities said Thursday.
They said the mass abduction
occurred Wednesday night in
southwestern Rhodesia's Tegwani
Mission School, an institution run
by the British Methodist Church. It
is I 0 miles from the border with
Botswana.
Church sources said about 10
black guerrillas rounded up the
SUNC'LASS HD'OTS .· pupils and staff members- but left
. Ray-Bans, Photo-Chrome;.:".~:;
behind 12 other workers, including
Gradients, Mirrors, or'Polorized.
whites - after cutting the
Casey Optical Co. ·· · ihree
mission's
telephone lines.
(rJc.tt dOtir to casey Rcxall"Drus, •
A
military
spokesman said the
.. · Lomas at ashington
students and staff were marched at
255.6329 '
gunpoint into Botswana and were
believed to be in the town of
am wad;y U; me
yor"~ ~witt
Ramabaquane,
I 0 miles inside the
lo exfi,w.aJ llt~m I - "14:>/Wiu,
border and 20 miles southwest of

unm st
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You can learn Spanish
or French or ... Call:

ALBUQUERQUE
LANGUAGE
INSTITUTE
304C San Pablo SE
266-1600
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the mission school.
He said the kidnappers were
members of Joshua Nkomo's
Zimbabwe African Peoples Union,
which, together with Robert
Mugabe's
Mozambique-based
Zimbabwe African National
Union, makes up the Patriotic
Front.
A British Methodist Church
spokesman said the guerrillas took
with them 420 pupils ranging in age
from 13 to 20 and 12 staff members
all black including the
headmaster, Rev. Luke Khumalo.
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WASHINGTON (UPI)
Former President Richard Nixon
agreed to make public the bulk of
600,000 documents from his two
vice presidential terms partly in
order to save taxpayers the cost of
fighting a lawsuit, his lawyer said
Thursday.
As a result of Nixon's decision,
Ralph Nader's Tax Reform
Research Group Wednesday withdrew its suit seeking to open part of
the documents to historians and
researchers.

Vol. 82

UNM's Pre-health Club will
muut mvnkuy, April 7 ap 8 p.m. in
Mipchull Hall, Rvvm 120. Guusp
speaker will be Dr. Raymond
Dobernack,
UNM
mudical
professor and board of admissions
member. Limited space is vpen in
the MCAT review course.

,:
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The documents were donated to
the archives in 1969 and a Nixon
lawyer was subsequently convicted
of back-dating the deed of gift so
they would be tax-deductible under
a law which Congress repealed later
that year.

New Mexico
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Students for Anthropology is
sponsoring a benefit garage sale
and auction for the Waldorf School
at 348 Hermosa NE, Saturday,
April 1 and Sunday, Apirl 2 at 9
a.m.
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The Student Organization for
Latin American Studies will
sponsor ~ fiesta with Latin
American music tonight at 8 in phe
lnternational Center.
DOC will meet Monday, April 3
at 3 p.m. in SUB Room 253.

II

)

Information about classes in
ballroom dance is available at the
regular ' Ballroom Dance Club
gatherings tonight from 7:30-9:30
at the SUB Ballroom.
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The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published
Mondny through Friday l:!v~ry regular week of
the UnivcrsUy year and weekly during tllC sum.
mer session br the Beard of Student
Publicafitms of the University or New Mexlco 1
and Is not financially associated with UNM.
Second class postllge paid at Albuquerque. New
Mcxfco 81131. Subscription rate is $10.00 for
the academic year.
The _oplni-oru cxprc:s.~cd on the edHorlnl pages
of the Darty L<Jbo are those of the author ~olcly.
Undgned opinion is that of the editorial board
of rhc Dally Lobo. Nothing printed In the
Daily Lobo nccc.~sarlly rcprt>Scnts thL! view.~ of
the University of New Mexico.

lJNM's Sigma chaplcr of Phi
Alpha Theta (history honorary
society) will hold its monthly
meeting today at 3:30 p.m. in the
History Department Lounge in
Mesa Vista Hall II 04.

The Albuquerque Crafts Guild
and the Society for Creative
Anachronism will hold the second
annual Medieval Faire April 28-30
at the First Plaza Galeria. Any
interested artist or craftsman
should contact the Guild at 2662089 for further information.
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NMPIRG has applications for
students who want to serve on the
board of directors. Elections will be
on April 12, at the same times as
ASUNM elections. Applications
can be picked up at their office at
139 Harvard SE. Deadline is 5 p.m.
Wednesday,
April 5. For further
UNM's Simulations Association
meets every Sunday at noon in the information, contact Susan Larsen
Law School. Check Room 2022 for at 299-3496. A tenant answering
service is available Monday,
exact location.
Wednesday and Friday from 9noon at 277-2757.
GSA council meeting will be held
Saturday, April! in SUB Room 230
atiOa.m.

Nixon's
Papers
Go Public

Nixon's claim for a deduction for
the value of the papers was rejected
in 1974 but the statute of
limitations had run out. Although
he declared he would nevertheless
pay the tax, there has been no
record of him doing so.

SCEC litigation in New Mexico
and the exceptional child will be
discussed in the Student Council for
Exceptional Children Monday,
April 3 at 7:30p.m. in SUB Room
231 D and E.

Sura I Shabd Yoga meets tonight
at 8 in SUB Room 253 on
meditation on the "Word."

writing in the London-based
"Financial Times" say, "Nations
are not only running out of oil
faster than they realize, but they are
also running out of time in which to
cater for future energy needs." The
workshop also concludes that the
change from a world economy
dominated by oil must begin now.
We must begin now to develop
alternate energy sources. We now
import 42 percent of our oil as
opposed to 12 percent just ten short
years ago.~
The workshop concluded, after
examining Goal, oil and gas, that
nuclear energy is needed, "and in a
big way." What does President
Carter do with these r.ecommendations? He stops production
on the breeder reactor. A reactor
which efficiently recycles uranium
and plutonium once it's been used
by a. thermal reactor,· and consequently lengthens the available
power from our uranium resources.
It's obvious that something must
be done. The first step is conservation. As a recent report by the
International Energy Agency
stated, "A barrel of (of oil) saved is
as
useful
as
a
barrel
produced ... better
in
many
respects." This is completely true
but according to "The Economist"
(English), conservation "will take
years to make an impact." Even
accepting this, conservation is still a
needed building block. I say
building block because no matter
how efficiently you conserve, you
only prolong the inevitable ... that
is, no oil, no gas.
Viable solar power for electrical
generation is years down the road.
This leaves coal and nuclear energy
to carry us over .into the solar
energy era. Coal is shrouded by
problems. Emissions of sulphur, fly
ash, and other particulate matter
are a definite hazard to health.

Spring Clearance Sale!
Everything Must Go!!

Olga Korbut Announc"Gymn.astics Retirement I
MOSCOW (UP!) - Olga Korbut, the Soviet gymnast who became the
sweetheart of the 197~ olympics, announced her retirement Thursday at
the age of22, the officml Tass News Agency said .
"It is out of my character to be a fifth or sixth-ranking member of a
team," she said. "Young and fearless girls will advance gymnastics further."

~
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April Fool's
Special
Featuring
The Number One Fool Around

~

Tobacco Pipes up to 50% off
Imported Cigarettes up to 25% off
Custom blended tobaccos up to 25% off
Paraphenalia up to 50% off
Celestial Seasoning Teas 20% off
Rainbows 20% off

~-

Pipe & Tobacco Road 1078 Cornell SE
M-F 8:30 to 6 Sat 10 to 5 acros~ from UNM

Reg. 7.98

The University of New Mexico
Student Publications Board
is accepting applications for
New Mexico Daily Lobo
Editor-In-Chief
Applications are available in the Student
Publications Business Office, Marron Hall
room 131. Completed applications must be
returned by 12:00 noon on Friday March 31.
Candidates will be interviewed by the Board
at it's April 4, meeting to be held at 7:00 p.m.
in the Student Union Building, room 230.

$4.59

Plus These Fool's Specials
Jimmy Buffet <sonotAsauor)
Renaissance ··
AIIAWB
All Little Feet
Zappa Live In New York
Tower Of Power <wecameToPiay)

4.59
4.59
4.59
(and Down)
5.99
(and Down)
7.99

4.59

Plus Many Many More On Sale

University Store
2222 Centrell S.E.
255-2225

ffion.-Thurs.I0-10
Fri. $Qt. 10-12
Sun. 12-6

Uptown Store
4517 CenttQI N.E.
266-9687
ffion.~SQt. 10-8
Sun. 12-6

------------------------------~.------------------------------
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The Catbird's Seat

Summer· Rebirth
by Tim Gallagher
"And so with the sunshine and the great burst of leaves growing on
the trees... I had that familiar conviction that life was beginning over
again with the summer."
·
That's · Nick Carraway, the narrator in "The Great Gatsby," ·
describing his reaction to the coming of summer on Long Island, N.Y. I
get the feeling tha~ many of us feel as Nick does, that life, indeed,
begins over again with the summer.
SUMMER IS THAT FUNNY SEASON when the lengthened day
somehow makes everything seem like it's moving in slow motion.
Childhood memories of summer are blurred by my mind's insistence
that what took an entire summer to accomplish was achieved in a single
day. It took so lqng to get dark and so you crammed everything into the
day leaving the night for recounting the days' events and capturing
lightning bugs in a jar.
Those were the memories stirred this week when I stepped into my
car which had been parked under Albuquerque's gaining, flowing sun
and fir,st felt that uncomfortable hot air escaping out the door. I
squirmed uncomforatably on the hot, black vinyl seat. There was no
doubt. Summer was, at the· same time inescapably and happily,
definitely here.
There are other signs. I bought my first can of frozen lemonade last
week. Neighborhood screen doors slam with greater frequency. The
dogs bark louder. Two kids play catch in front of my house every night.
(One is purporting to be Steve Garvey, the other Reggie Jackson.)
ALBUQUERQUE HAS A UNIQUE WAY of bypassing the season
of Spring. Sure, we get it for a few days. But most years it seems like
we scoot from winter winds right into summer heat. I cross my fingers
writing this. Someone said to me the other day that he expects to wake
up one morning and find the wind whipping in his front door.
You can call my friend a pessimist or a realist, but I'm hoping his
contact lenses don't blow away down Central.
Albuquerque's March-April summer has its drawbacks, however. For
example, this is the time of year when I'd rather be playing intramural
softball than reading Shakespeare. And my grades are beginning to
show that I've got to sacrifice my batting average for my grade point
average.
IT MIGHT BE MY IMAGINATION, but attendance in my classes
seems to be shrinking too. The LOBO staff is more apt to be found on
the Duckpond than hovering near any typewriters. And I swear to God
that the jeweler who said he was too loaded with work to fix my watch
this past weekend didn't get that tan by tinkering with timepieces.
Some people call that "Spring Fever." I call it "Preparation for
Summer 101." The course includes refreshers on frosting beer mugs,
keeping a baseball scorebook and starting charcoals.
The symptoms that cause you to enroll in this class will become
contagious and before long, you'll find yourself borrowing excuses
from siblings or friends on avoiding lawn mowing or drying the clothes.
THIS LOllYGAGGING ATTITUDE CAN BACKFIRE when you're
finally forced to do something you don't want to do. Ever notice that
there's a lot more drivers screaming at other motorists in July? Perhaps
that's because all the windows are rolled up during the Christmas
shopping season.
All things considered, though, the summer is a good deal more
enjoyable than any other season.
There's something about a shade tree in July that a Christmas tree in
December can't match. And I'd take a barbecued steak over a turkey
with trimmings any day, despite the barbecue's magnetic quality for
drawing flies. Nick describes baseball as "the formless grace of our
nervous, sporadic games." I have often been the subject of ridicule due
to my preference for the summer game over any ruffian sport or one in
which grown men run around in shorts and tank tops.
BUT DESPITE THE SUMMER'S OBVIOUS advantages over any
other season, there is still a good deal of flak directed my way. At this, I
calmly roll out the clincher.
"One day about a week ago, I stopped to get a soda around sunset.
There were no Circle K's or 7-11's so I stopped at a small grocery store
in a residential neighborhood. I went in and bought the pop from a man
in a white shirt and apron and walked out the screen door where there
were a bunch of kids in striped polo shirts, rolled-up jeans and sneakers
playing tag."
There's nothing in any other season to match a scene like that. It
never fails to make me think that life is somehow beginning over ago in.
And it usually shuts up the dissenters.
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PIRG·'s Answers

Editor:
Phil Hernandez's accusations against NMPIRG in Tuesday's LOBO
approach the absurc!. It's hard to know where to begin straightening
out the facts, but for openers, we offer three brief observations:

Carter Declares
Emergency

tu~U, SO Mt/CII

NO, I'M IIFRA!O
FO!? LAGOS I 010 I M/55£0 IT,
YO{! C4TCH MY RICI<. AWTHER
STAND-UP 7Vl14Y, £/.ECTR/C PER-

__,"'-.! RICk? FORMANCE?

I

1. Phil, you question what support there is for NMPIRG. Last
spring, 1672 undergraduates voted for us, 971 for you. Should people
who live in glass houses throw stones?
2. Last week, ASUN M President, Tom Williams admitted to two of
our Board members that N MPIRG's method of funding is fairer than
ASUNM's. Should people who live in glass houses throw stones?
3. UNM students do need to know the truth about NMPIRG so as
to decide whether, indeed, we do deserve their continued support.
Therefore, we hereby invite you and Tom Williams to debate with two
representatives of NMPIRG next Wednesday, April5, 1978, at noon on
the malf'.
Mark Liebendorfer
Secretary

Susan Larsen
Chairperson

Ray Szekunda
Treasurer

Norman Todd
Vice Chairperson

Who Represents Us

Editor:
Monday as I sat in at the Senate Budget hearings I began to wonder
who's representing the majority of students? It seems that the
organizations that serve the greatest number of students are being cut
to a point where it is impossible to function. The Cultural Program
Committee for example has been giving students a 75 percent discount
on season tickets or 11 shows for $21, $18, $16, and 50 percent off on
individual tickets. This year prices will be taking a drastic jump due to
the small amount of money the Senate has budgeted to the Program.
13,985 students took advantage of the Cultural Program this year. The
monies allocated to the Committee is used only for ASUNM discounts,
the smaller the allocation the less students can save. There were only a
handful of Senators that fought for organizations such as Cultural,
Film, Speakers, and the LOBO, which has the opportunity to serve
every student and not just a handful as in the case of special interest
groups. With the Senate cutting organizations which serve thirteen
thousand students, who is really representing us?
David Epstein
Cultural Committee Chairman

ALBUQUERQUE, April! - President Jimmy Carter declared a
state of emergency on the Univer,:;ity of New Mexico campus here
toda);' as plutonium from a nuclear reactor escaped from tunnels
runm.ng beneath the campus and most campus-goers failed to heed
wammgs to leave the campus from the Office of Emergency
Preparedness.
But the nuclear danger was not the only disaster to hit this yuccacovered, adobe walled institute today.
In ~n unexplainable chain of events:
-All book-selling and book-lending operations closed shop and
boarded up the windows in reaction to an apparent lack of interest from the student body;
-The student government offices on the second floor of the
Union Buil1ing were bombed by terrorists. Several gro.ups recently cut durmg budget hearings called local wire services taking
credit for the terrorism whicli killed six persons and maimed 16
others;
-I~ an apparent fit of anrrer, the State Legislature appr?_p.nated '47:3. million to ~emolish University President
W!lham E. Dav1s home and errect a 12-!.tory parking structure;
-In reaction, Davis immediately announced plans to run for
governor;
-The Board of Regents was deadlocked over an interim
presidential appointment with each member of the five-person
board nominating him or herself. A compromise was finally
reached in which each Board member will serve as president on a
one-day rotating basis, and finally,
-A local physicist predicted that most persons who visited the
campus today will be dead before this story is published due to
the nuclear fall-out. Those living within a 60-rnile radius of the
campus will have deformed children for seven generations.
(Part Two tomorrow)
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TODAY'SINDEX

Jovial Thanks

u Jackie 0. to wed Reggie Jackson at Yankee Stadium under
the lights. See page 21.
.
-tr Miracle cure for lung cancer discovered. See page .35.
Th_e truth about the heartbreak of psoriasis on page 47
W11l John Travolta finally host "Saturday Night Live" after
Newsweek put Steve Martin on the cover? See page 50
Get the complete story behind the Beatles' reunion from
Brian Epstein on page 55.
Why did Gerald Ford Btumble so much and will President
Carter suffer from this disease. Chevy Chase, recuperating fram a
bad fall, tells the truth on page 60.
·

Editor:
To: Alan Baker and Robert Hartung, Writers, Staff, the Entire Cast
& Crew- musicians, stagehands, spearholders, et al.
· I want to take this opportunity to express nw deep personal appreciation and the appreciation of the entire University community to
each and everyone who participated in the UNM Faculty Follies of '78.
This wonderful event has become one of the fine traditions at the
University, and, already, scores of students have directly benefited
from the contributions from these performances.
In addition, the opportunity for so many faculty and staff members,
from so many different departments of the University to get together
and work in harmony for a cause sucn as this engenders real fellowship,
pride, and spirit. .
From an artistic standpoint, the University is continually discovering
fabulous talent formerly obscured by layers of bureaucracy. Many a
hidden pansy has blossomed into a blooming rose.
For your talents and efforts, we extend a special thanks,
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Plus: Plevlously Unteleased details o.bout the 'Love Lust' lncldeni by
ace reporter L. Jermaln_
Full details disclosed. LOBLOW exclusive. See Po.ge 22.

William E. Davis
President
P.S. We also especially want to thank the members of the Faculty
Women's Club for hosting the reception following Friday's performance, and the many, many others whose efforts help make this
year's program such a success.
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by Garry Trudeau
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OF BEER.
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Or, There's a Little Siglinda Steinfiiller in All of Us.

I

i

Fellow Beer Persons,
Have you ever thought of becoming a Deaf) of Beer like me, Siglinda
. SteinfUller? It may be easier than you think. Just answer these two easy questions:
1. Have you found that if you don't have pizza once a week, you lose
your appreciation for Italian art?
2. If you don't have time to party, does studying clog your brain?
If you answered "YES" to either of these questions, you have
the makings of a great Dean of Beer.
Now, to further your education, take one average beer mug
and add the great taste of Gusto. Which we Deans know
can o'nly be found in Schlitz.
Which can only be found at the best pubs in town.
But then, where else would we Deans
hang out?
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LOBO photo by Wendell T. Hunt

Hculey's Angels

Credits:

Thanks go to Angels Pat
"Kate" Hoogan, mary Thomson
and Dana. Wedekind. ffiotorcyde c
ourtesy of Steve Kondo. All photos
by W.T. Hunt, excepl ffilracle by
Georgie Gesner. Photo concepts
by Terry Hutton. Thanks also go to
Orlando ffiedlna, Stephanie Zimmerman, Preston ·Dennard, Sylvia
and Lay Ia Herrera, and me.

IF YOU DON•T HAVE ·SCHLITZ,
YOU DON•r HAVE CiUSTO.

See tev!ew next po.ge.
LOBO photo by Wendo/1 T, Hunt

Radloautopsy
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Metal Detectors
Gold Pans •
Rock picks • Globes
• Raised relief mr~ps
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Surveying Instruments
theodolites • transits
•levels
Engineering &
Drafting supplies
Pens • Tapes • Sundries
Technical Books
Construction • Math
Real Estate • Engineering
Electronics • Surveyin

Reg

Tl1750 pocket size
Tl 5040 w/ printed tape
Tl Data Chron
Tl 58.programmable
Tl 59 business/financial
TIBA
Tl MBA Adv. Progr.
Ti SOSOM Port. Print

I

l

21.95
129.95
49.94
1 :l4.9J
299.95
29.95
79.95
109.95

19.95
114.&5
44.95
99.95
249.95
26.95
69.95
89.95

( HOLMAN'S, INC.

• HP·21 scientific.
• H P·25A scienlil!'• HP·27 Sci/plus
175.00
HP25C Sci/w/cont. mem. 160.00
HP·29C Programmable 195.00
HP·19C Print/progr.
345.00
H P·67 Programmable
450.00
H P·97 Pro g. Printing
750.00
H P·921nvestor
625.00
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Who Was D.m. flynn?

Daily LOBO news editor Dave

·o:; Lou Grant Flynn met his fate today
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~
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at the hands of an all-girl rugby
team.
·
Flynn aroused the ire of the third
grade -rug by team with his Play by
Play column Monday.
Flynn is best remembered for his
consistency.
His
consistent
mediocrity, his consistent mis-

management of the news and his
consistent harrasment of Rachel
Dixon, women reporter.
A battle between Flynn and arts
editor George· Gesner to see who
could acquire the most enemies in a
·semester seems to have been
resolved. By dying, it seems that
Flynn is the overall winner.
Flynn had great aspirations in

IJ..

Student Activities A
Presents

· · . #fJ"J"

·VIDEO TAPES
Sto.rring

Ftlsbee Champs
April 3-9
10-3 pm Dally
In meso.. lounge Inn... H.E. Corner Of The Sub

Rcron From Prontcoa
An AsUHffi/Stud•nt Actlvltlea Production

Hutton Show Hns Its moments
work bad would be a compliment that used electricity.
and
to say he had any talent is
"Radio Autopsy" was Hutton's
There are some moments in an
enough
to
make
one
want
to
gag.
message to a local TV repairman
art critic's career when he or she is
For example, the photo entitled that he would not take his radio to
fortunate to stumble upon an
unknown artist whose works lie "Pepsi Light" is a rather poor be fixed, but wanted the repairman
unrecognized for their talent and attempt on humor by mixing a light to look at the photo and tell the
scream for attention.
Unfor- bulb and a diet Pepsi bottle. It is artist what was wrong ·with the
tunately, the photo compositions of said that the artist was inspired by radio. Hutton dropped this period
Terrance Hutton which hang in the Warhol's Pop Art, but it was really of,his photos when he was caught
gallery of the same name scream for inspired by mixing cheap white port taking pictures of battery operated
a bottle opener and a magic and Pepsi Light as one of his . vibrators being used.
numerous afternoon "pick me up"
marker.
alcohol
breaks. The most amazing
Finally if we must continue to
Hutton was born in a threefact
is
that
the
fool
managed
to
drag
out Hutton's meager photos
shots-for-25-cents photo booth in a
K-mart outside of Espanola, New keep the damn camera in focus with we cannot leave out a work from
his religious period entitled, "The
Mexico and immediately the rancid the dry heaves.
Another
complete
waste
of
the
Miracle."
As background to the
smell 'of photo chemicals clung to
in
work
and
the
period, Hutton finally
silver
required
for
the
photos
was
his infant skin and perhaps the
the
work
called,
"Harley's
decided
to
dry
out in a Salvation
acetic acid got into his blood
denying his below-average size Angels." Obviously Hutton was Army Soup Kitchen and vowed
brain an adequate amount of trying to make a humourous social never to drink again "having found
comment on the quality of salvation." "The Miracle" was his
oxygen.
His gallery, dedicated and television fare during prime time, gift to the kind people of the soup
purchased by his widowed mother however it should be noted that the kitchen and was supposed to be his
is situated in a custodial closet in motorcycle in the picture is not a view of the face of the deity. It was
stack 8 of Zimmerman library and Harley Davidson and the women in shot on a Brownie lnstamatic to
is open whenever the paper towels the picture beat up Hutton after he insure that the !!Xposure and focus
in the men's restroom run out.
shot the photo. This was Hutton's in the picture were right. Both the
Hutton's style has been labelled, black-and-blue period when even a exposure and the focus in the
"Camera Obscura," which is Latin
for obscure camera. To call his group of Quakers tried to lynch him pict~e are wrong. After viewing
in a dark alley.
their gift, the men and women of
...,..........,.
"Radio Autopsy" is another the soup kitchen proceeded to buy
photo that has no business ever Hutton more alcohol and turned
being printed. This supposedly him back out in the street.
"lost work" was meant to be the
Never has one man done so much
artist's climax to his "electronic to ruin photography as Hutton did.
period" when he was fnfatuated The liquor did not kill him quick
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Happy· New

By D. M. FLYNN

Opponents Vomit in Dugout

I.M. All-Stars Drubbed

broken glass around second. See their hair, and fungo bat earrings,
that way they won't be able to steal Maggot Breath goes all out to
Maggot Breath, the famed punk or slide into the base. And if one of psyche their opponents. Before
rock group turned professional our guys has to slide into second, he their game with UNM's allstars, for
softball team, won their first game does it with gusto cuz we Jove 1example, each and every member of
this disgusting team vomited in the
of the season Friday when they getting cut up."
cl(!bbered the UNM Intramural allMaggot Breath, whose uniforms opposing team's dugout.
The Loblow asked Softball
stars 32-11. Maggot Breath won by are "as tacky as possible" and are
the 10 run rule after the third inCommissioner David Bowie if tt e
ning.
patterned after the cellar-dwelling commission was going to take ru y
Chicago
White Sox, looks different
Johnny Gag, player coach of the
.
action against the unruliness o f
than any other softball team In the
d 'B
punk team which swept America country.
Magbgot Brea,t,h· Bowie Sai '' eat
Sporting pink shoes, to match
tour, said, "There ain't gonna be
any team that will come close to
beating us."
Gag said his unorthodox
methods are the key to his winning
Centrex
any game. "Yeah, if they get a man
by Pioneer
on first, we just scatter pieces of
KH5511 Cassette
Recorder,
AM-FM, changer and
..
.
. speakers
2 year
.
,,
warranty on
~ . ~-.~.1 i
electronics
By KID D. LINQUENT

Compiled from Happy Press International Wires

Amy Deflowered

South Los Lunas terrorists today
invaded the northern Belen border
setting up a confrontation over the
Lunians' demands that property
developers stop infringing on their
property.
Skinny Araplump, head of the
Lunas
Liberation
Los
Organization, stood in the noonday
sun sporting a beard of several
weeks old, and demanded withdrawal from the strip by Semitic
developers. "We will strike boldly
and swiftly to protect our
homeland," Araplump said in a
prepared statement written in blood
on a goatskin. Several members of
the media politely refused facsimiles of the statement.
Spokesman for the developers,
said they would "sever the toe of
the LLLO," and announced plans
for immediate retaliation.
Leaders from Socorro, Isleta and
Mountainair joined in deploring the
LLLO action, but warned Belen
that retaliation might subject it to a
poor light.
Peacekecpiilg forces from the
United Nations were warned that
they might have to go in to keep the
peace.

.z

Daretodemo Kuraserusa
TOKYO - Japanese toy merchant Fuji Hagasaki was awarded the
Nobel Peace prize today in his luxurious home in the Sony Heights.
Hagasaki was instrumental in bringing about a cease-fire in the Middle
East conflict.
The toy merchant funished both sides with toy tanks, guns and grenades
under the auspices of real weapons. Secretary of State Cyrus Vance called
the'maneuver "absolutely brilliant."
Upon receipt of the award, Hagasaki said, "Ai ga areba daretodemo
kuraserusa."

Slimy Killings
LOS ANGELES - The state of California is in shock over the recent
rash of killings in the Hollywood sector. In the last six months, 233 killings
hve been reported. The biggest shock waves hit the city in the aftermath of
·a nasty explosion that killed 43 patrons of Mann's Chinese Theatre.
L.A. police are staging the biggest manhunt in its history since the Hclter
Skelter killings. Police Chief Daniel Barkowitz said, "These slimy killers
have used all types of devices to perform these dastardly deeds. The only
thing that connects these cases together is that all the killings took place in
Hollywood and all the victims are members of the Screen Actors Guild."
Happy Press International has just learned that Sam Peckinpah is
filming his new movie project Death on Hollywood and Vine.

MondayMichelob Night
door prizes
and dart
tournament

Drink Specials
8-9 M-F 25•
Happy Hour
2 for 1
4:30-7:00
Entertainment

6ft.
T.V. screen

lunches served daily

NOW APPEARIN·G

SHOWDOWN
K 'tW't
• ' appeanng
' week 0if A pn'lll
Phone 881-8233

4800 s~n Mateo

Stereo
One each of every stereo unit
on display (over 200 units)

Blue Ribbon- 5% off reg. price
Green Ribbon- 10°/o off reg. price
Yellow Ribbon- 20°/o off reg. price
White Ribbon - 30% off reg. price
Red Ribbon - over 30% off

Every display unit in the store is on sale! Shop
early for best selection - only one of each unit.
We're noted for the best
sounding name brand stereo
components at the lowest prices.
Check us out!

2.
Miida
3120

Garrard Automatic
Record Player
Mag. Cartridge

1. 4 hour Video Tape
Recorder-Quasar
2. 12" Color TV
Quasar
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Demonstrator Sale

Super Television
Specials
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BRASILIA-Jao Fernandez de Janerio, the Brazilian jetsetter who cr'
0
claims to have slept with over 500 women including such celebrities as ;p.
Princess Caroline and Joey Heatherton, now claims to have had sexual '8.
relations with Amy Carter.
Although President Carter was not available for comment, Amy said at _
a press conference today, "Golly, he was just great. We played "snake in · ~
00
the grass" all night. It was fun."

Once a year in April
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~
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Super Stereo
Specials

Bulletin!
Bulletin!
Bulletin!
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All week long, George Gesner,
who is supposed to be the arts
editor, has been telling me, "write a
preview for the Steve Martin
· concert." And yesterday he says
"Have you written it yet?"
I keep telling him, ''No, I haven't
written the preview to the Steve
Martin Concert." And yesterday I
said "no" again.
So what if I've never heard of
this guy Steve Martin? I mean,
there must be million Steve Martins
in this countr'y so I must have heard
of at least one of them. But Gesner
tells me, "Dave, Steve Martin is a
real fun\JY guy."
So I buy one of his records,
"Let's get tiny" or something like
that. I listened to it twice and then I
said to myself, "Self. Dave. This
guy isn't funny at all."
So today, everybody starts asking
me, "Dave. Flynn. Are you going
to the Steve Martin concert?" Can I
help it if l don't have the $6 to shell
out for a ticket? Can I help it if this
guy isn't funny at all? l mean, l
have a sense of humor. People even
say to me, "Dave, how come you
got such a good sense of humor.?"
So, I can laugh at a good joke.
But people don't understand. I
don't want to go see Steve Martin, l
don't have the money. So
EKSKEYEWSE MEEEEEEEEEE.
Well, anyway, Steve Martin will
be performing his wild and crazy
stuff April I (you fool) in Johnson
Gym at8 p.m.

journalism: he hoped to follow the
example of editor Tim Gallagher
and secure a position on the San
Clemente Times as copy boy.
He lay dead on his desk for
several hours before someone
noticed.
Managing editor Rebekah
Szymanski said, "That's the way he
always looked."
Dolores Wood, investigative
reporter, asked the photo editor
Wendell T. Hunt to take a
photograph, but Hunt could not
stop laughing long enough to
comply. ·
Peter Madrid, sports editor said ··
''Does this mean I"'get to be news
editor?"
Flynn had recently been commiserating over the fact that he had
neither hairy arms or white shirts.
He often mumbled, "Rossi, Billie,
Alleged LOBO News Editor, D.M. Flynn, in a picture taken before
where are you when l need you?"
his unexplained death.
He once commented that if he
Flynn will be buried next to the
had to go violently, he hoped it to stay with Love and Johnson. If
would be at the paws of the "killer his appearance was accompanied by Cibola High School gym, at
haunting music, she would write a midnight on April!.
rabbit."
It seems the most appropriate
review.
Chris Love and Ed Johnson plan
time
to bury the schmuk," Editor
Funeral
arrangements
are
being
to stay in the LOBO office overnight with a camera and tape handled by ASUNM. ASUNM Tim Gallagher said.
Flxnn's final words, as far as
recorder, in case Flynn decides to president Tom Williams said that
anyone
can tell, or cares to tell,
the
senate
would
alloate
at
least
return from the grave.
were,."
It's
a commmie plot!"
Arts reporter Jane Quesnel asked $1.19 for the service.

By ROCKS REED

This Friday Night

So Ekskeyewse Meee

open
M-Sat·
9-6
Fri
9-9
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Gallagher Says, 'I can't Take it Anymore'

Band

PIRG Blamed for Suicide Tries
.
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Due to quick thinking and the
handy scissors of a Yale Park
transicent's Swiss army knife, the
Daily Loblow avoided a severe
tragedy with the unsuccessful
double suicide of the newspaper's
editor in chief and news editor.
Campus police at the scene said
Timothy 'Give Ireland Back to the

Snakes" Gallagher, Loblow editorin-chief, and David "If it has
alcohol I'll drink it" Flynn, were
found suspended from the rather
tacky false ceiling of Gallagher's
office, literally hung up on red
tape. Both men were hanging by
strips of computer punuch tape
wrapped severill times around their
throats and two overturned Sterno
packing cases found below the
victims dangling and extremely
smelly feet.
Investigators said the only ap·
parent motive for the botched
sucide attempt was that both men
appeared to be despondent over
recent criticism of their duties at the

Loblow. ·
"If these guys put this paper
together the way they tried to do
themselves in," said Waldo Mortis,
of the state medical examiners'
office, "then my canary was right
when he refused to rest his butt on
the latest Lob low on the bottom of
his cage."
Mortis said that while the men
were saved by Angel Bust an
unemployed "air traffic controller
for flying saucers on the planet
Zxtfuiy" there was another La blow
staffer present in the· office that
could have saved ~he men.
Bust told offtcers, "Oh wow,
man, like I was just looking for a
place to establish my mind contact
with Grand Nurd Elmo so he could
tell me how to wash the herbicide
off my Mexican weed ... when oh
wow,man, I see these feet in the
·ddJ
f J
.
.h
ml
e o t le au Wit out a saucer
and this weird looking camera guy
giggling and moving these lights
around.''
Police said Wendell T. Hunt,
Loblow photo editor, was taking
pictures of the two men suspended
and refused to cut them down until
the pose and lighting were right for
a front page photo.
Hunt, now in custody said,
"They never get the damm photo
assigments right so when I get these
last minute notes telling me to take
some stupid picture of a dog catching a Frizbee on the Mall, I'm
gonna take my time. In this case I
was just making sure the rotten
picture of thier rotten bodies had
some aethetic quality to it."
Later at what could have been a
somewhat decent grizzly tragedy
and for once a fairly accurate,
worthy story for the Loblow,
Editor Gallagher's wife was
questioned about her husband's
mood before the suicide attempt.
"I
told him that soon there

FRIENDLY AUTO &
TRUCK REPAIR
6712 4th N.W.
345-5798, 883·3931 evenings
10% DISCOUNT TO UNM STUDENTS

reasonable prices- tree estimates

-.Ott-o ....... .,ttPr nf lift}p

our house in nine
months and he thought I meant we

had cockroaches or rats in the
basement," said Mrs. Cheryl
Gallagher.
She said Gallagher arrd Flynn had
been drinking heavily and cursing
in broken English just the evening
before when they were collecting
rags for the next day's issue.
"Everything seemed the same as
usual,' • she said.
No comment on the attempt has
come
from
the
Student
Publications Board or the

remaining Loblow staff, but the
newsroom was plagued with a rash
of phone calls from all over the
campus. The majority of calls came
from student groups, consumer
activists and campus politidans all
taking credit for the cause of the
incompetent crime.
Gallagher and Flynn were
. refused admission to any of the city
hospitals and are now in serious
condition at the Albuquerque
Animal Control Center.

Compiled By TERRANCE
HUTTON and DINTY MOORE

By MICHAEL MICHAELS
LOBO Spaced Writer
An audience of 1500 people, mostly students, stood in awe as they
watched J. Allen Hynek, famed director of the Center for UFO Studies in
Illinois, carried away by strange creatures in a large glowing spheroid.
The craft hovered over Woodward Hall, where Hynek was delivering a
lecture on "Close Calls of the Third Reich" for more than an hour,
presumably looking for a place to park, police said.
Six creatures, dressed in neo-nazi uniforms, emerged from the craft. The
creatures were described as "balding" and "smelly" by eyewitnesses. They
walked through the wall into the lecture hall, grabbed Hynek by the ears
and dissapeared.
Police said the seven appeared outside the hall "from outta nowhere"
and walked up the ramp into their huge space vehicle. With spinning lights
and sirens the vehicle took off and dissappeared into the Albuquerque
night.
When the craft landed, Hynek was telling the audience about Nazis in
outerspace. "They believe in the superiority of their breed. Creatures from
the planet DiFazio VI have vowed to conquer the southern half of the
galaxy with their military might.
"Using the scrolls 'Mein Gott' " as their bible, these intergalactic
fascists planned to use blitzkrieg tactics, or lightning warfare, to conquer
Poland planets all over the galaxy."
"It was when Hynek began describing the similarities between the
human race and pre-WWII Poland, the creatures made off with him."
eyewitness Norm Ellenberger told the Loblow.
"1 couldn't believe it," he went on, "there was nothing we could do. We
were tough on the inside, but they were good with the 18-footers. Our ~eak
on<> I wns nt the line, where they really got points on us. Just wait 'till next
' ,. .. ·

The craft, that carried off Hynek, was parked illegally. Police said it was
immobilizied, but "they took off with the damned thing." A warrant was
issued to the owner of an "ominous large green vehicle with lights all over
the place."

Protesters Hack
Low-Tar Smokes
Wierd Chain of
Events Follows
By WALT RALEIGH
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PRODUCED BY TREVOR LAWRENCE

NOWAT
APLANET

NEAR YOU
ALSO ON FANTASY·
GOO DBY~ BLUES (1'·9525)
PARADISE WITH AN OCEAN VIEW (F·9495)

"·9544

ON FANTASY& RECORDS AND TAPES

• INcLuoEs tHE SING
Lc "covor""

Members of the New Mexico
Tobacco Coalition gathered in
front of the Dominican Republic
Consulate today to hold a smoke-in
to protest the use of Dominican
tobacco in low tar and nicotine
cigaretts.
A crowd of approximately 80
P.erson chain-smoked Camel and
Lucky Strike cigaretts in what
coordinator Bob Merit called, "An
act of defiance and civil
disobedience."
When Consul Jose Lopez
Armando Cruz de Saavedra Rincon
y Cordoba arrived to open his
offices promptly at 2:15 p.m., he
told the audience in broken Ingles
to, ''get off my pproppitty. • •
Merit
and
coalition
spokeswoman Virginia Slim told
the Loblow they would continue
their.srnoke in until demands were
met.
"We (cough-cough) " demand
that the U.S. ban the use of (coughcough) tar and nicotine cigaretts.;
"We demand the Dominican
(cough-cough) government refuse
to · sell tobacco to the U.S. in
adulturatcd (cough-cough) form
and

"We are calling a boycott on any
cigaretts that .claim to be "(coughcough) low in tar and nico"(cough~ough)"tine, "Philip Morris, press
secretary for the group, said.
After Morris read the demands to
the La blow, he turned his head and
coughed again.
In an exclusive interview to the
Loblow, Lopez Armando Cruz de
Saavedra Rincon y Cordoba said
"I , Jose Lopez Armando Cruz de'
Saavedra Rincon y Cordoba do
'
not hke the presence of these individuals on my ptoperty. The
Dominican Republic, of which I,
Jose Lopez Armando Cruz de
Saavedra Rincon y Cordoba am the
official representative, will take
proper action in this matter to have
these people removed.''

rubber ball that comes oouu~mg
back to· the happy dancers. Lead
guitarist Jazz Wilson said, "I
think we've reached our peak and
I bet you not too many mountain
cl[m bers could say that. Ha ha

The Last Mile Ramblers: Playing
this week at the infamous
Deadquarters. (The location of
this dive escapes me right now, but ha."
I'm sure if you drive down Central ·Comets: Everybody's favorite
long enough ... ) The Ramblers are dance band is orbiting at Fred's
now promoting their eighth this week. Bassist Kahoutek Haley
album, Sandy Snol and the Spits' said, "This place really sends me.
Greatest Hits. "On this album we Like it's a study in Brownian
finally decided to go disco," said movement. You just move with
George Bullfrog. "It's hard to the cytoplasmic currents of wallto-wall people. It's kind of like a
make a living in this town."
Buick Joe: For all of you who nursery rhyme, 'Jack and Jill went
missed the special Bob Dylan up a hill.' Now that's a heavy
appearance at Smokie's last week. statement of the existential at(Bob Dylan or not, the regulars. titude that preva-ils . in the
still got incredibly drunk.) This metaphysical world we live in. Do
Will be, as usual, Buick Joe's last you realize ... "
appearance before the band breaks Traveller: You may all be wonup for awhile. Smokie's is located dering why a supergroup like this
on Central towards the lower end' would be back in the small conof the University.
fines of Aunt Naughty.'s. After all,
Gordon Lightfoot: Things aren't the groups, had ·four platinum
going too well for the Ontario albums and· have just returned
wonder, arid he's stuck at the from an Asiatic and European
Liar's Club, on Isleta just south of to.ur. Vocalist Tom Sparrow said,
Belen,
or
was
that
the "I had to come back to do the oneFairgrounds? Catch his version of week stint he.re. My brother,
"Staying Alive:" As Lightfoot Steve, asked me to. Guitarist Tim
said after a recent set at the Liar's, Fierce said, "I like the drinks
"I've just learned all these new here." Bassist Pernegg said, "You
dance tunes. r sure hope folks like know Terance, this is the only
it.''
place I can do those hot licks on
The
Mysterious
Rhinestone 'Birdland." " Drummer Doug
Harmonica Player: We're not sure Ronald said, "I didn't want to
exactly where this event is to take come back, but Bob Driver wanted
place, but we can assure you that to sit in on a couple of sets."
this musical wonder might play Sound man, Kevin Desi Bell said,
somewhere at sometime this week, "Did you see my name in the liner
J think.
notes on that last album?"
Kelly Spence's Double Take: Buckles: This is the hardest rock
Playing in room number B-120 of trio one has ever laid their ears on.
Pop and Joy's Lounge on Monday Bassist Cal Paul said, "There's a
at 7 a.m. "We're bored but it's a rush for this kind of music. I think
great way to get dates," said Kelly with the addition of Ted Nugent
with an elbow to the ribs.
and Bun E. Carlos to the band, we
Dead at the Wheel: Perhaps one of have got the best band in the
the Southwest's worst country jazz
cou11try." The Buckles will play
groups, Dead at the Wheel, fresh one night at the Goodbye
off a tour of Cerrillos, will bring Goodbye Club. Owners of the club
their pale jam to the Sturn ble Inn said that they would spend the
in Miles Away, New Mexico this next six days repairing all damages
Friday night. Tickets are $9.25 in to the building.
advance and $13.50 at the door, l>Jaygue: Frisco disco is cooking at
available at ·all Ticketburner the Pub Delusion. Lead bassist
locations. Dave Came Back will
Cisco Manisco said, "I'm the kind
open for the Wheel when the of guy that likes things simple. I
gear my~clf to the beat and put
drinkers get obnoxious enough.
The Top-Forty Super Disco Dance some lyrics in occasionally to see if
I'm still awake." Playgue will be
Hand: Back again at the Liar's
E:m, this dynamic group will play [)laying their new single "Disco
"Night Fever" for four hours Sucks (I'm A Sucker For It)."
much to the delight of the Johnny On and the Off: It's fifties
night at Dog's Death Saloon.
imaginative dancers. The TopForty Super Disco Dance Band
Johnny tells us that they're going
to have dance_ contests and the
threatened to learn a new song last
week, but, happily, a few broken
winner gets a year's supply of axle
grease Johnny smd, "It's time we
beer bottles brought them to their
senses.
did something meaningful for the
J. Jumper Band: Destined to be the
fans. I think someone can really
house band at Barley's, J. Jumper
get off on that grease. Besides we
rocks like a cradle and rolls like a
(cO"'t. en poge12)

Smelly Creatures
Pinch UFO Head,

year. ••

dates· · I Understand
JIm

The Bunny Is Funny
The Nice Little Bunny, directed by
Herbert B. Boil, is showing at the
Lim·bo Theatre.

By MOO GALLAGHER
Herbert B. Boil always makes
interesting family movies. They are
Canada Jim directed by Planetoid filmed in a colorful gentle manner.
Smith, is showing at the Fleshless· They make families laugh, crv and

~

.

Most critics have not understood
Planetoid Smith's Canada Jim.
They are outraged by the film's
intelligence. They are disgusted by
its visual beauty. They do not
understand the movie. Because they
do not understand the movie, they
have wrillen negative reviews about
it.
These critics are wrong. they
have no writing ability: They do not
realize what passion is. They
deserve to rot in Hell forever.
Canada Jim is actually a subtle
movie about the meaning of life. I
bet that not one of the critics who
hate Canada Jim has ever even
though about life. But I have. And
so has Planetoid Smith. His film is
an inquiry into ·the nature of
existence.
Bus driver Ralph is a lonely fat
man. His life is boring. His friend
Norton visits him one night.
Norton suggests they get drunk. ,
Ralph does not listen. Norton ·
persists. Ralph ignores him and \
tries to go to sleep. The Story ends
happily as Norton decapitates
Ralph.
This
story
shows
how
meaningless life is. Critics do not·
understand the film's brilliant
message. But l do.
A motif of yellowish liquid
pervades throughout the film. The
sets are well-constructed and appear sturdy. Jackie Gleason turns in
a. remarkable performance as
Ralph. Robert DeNiro plays
Narron. The lighting is subdued.
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By MOO GALLAGHER

PANCHO'~
wltats t puger Illy?
WOODY AllEN'S

fORBIDDEN
I

The Greek
sto.ttlng

Anthony Quinn
Sntutdo.y
7:00 o.nd 9:45

At The Union
(sub) Theo.tte

TONIGHT!

"Where do you buy
maternity jockey shorts?"

•

IMES
WEEKDAYS 8:00, 9:45
Sat & Sun 1:00 2:45 4:30 6:15 8:00 9:00

PLANET

Zorba

-Szm4-

By MOO GALLAGHER

The moon is a heavenly object. It exists in space. For centuries the moon
has fascinated mankind. Many have thought the moon to be a god. Some
thought it to be a demori. But that was centuries ago. Nobody believes wild.
stories about the moon anymore. Nobodv thinks the moon is made of
cheese. The first moon landing in 1969 discarded that theory. The moon is
now recognized by scientists as being a satellite of the planet Earth.
The moon still fascinates people. Because of movies like Star Wars sand
Close Encounters, people are interested in space once again. The moon is
the closest heavenly body to the Earth. Naturally, this position makes the
moon a natural spot for re-examination.
Fibber Magee (and Molly too) has exploited this fascination of space in
P.A. L.M. Jt is a science· fiction film. It has spectacular special effects. It
has comedy. It has suspense. Jt is a fine new movie.
Bill Conti is a rich man. He wants to get to the moon. He collects a
group of scientists at his hallie. He tells them he wants to build a rocketship. This rocketship would be used as a tranSportation device in order to
gel to the moon. The scientists build the rocketship for him. Conti takes
off in the rocketship. H~ lands on the moon. The story ends happily as all
the scientists back on Earth decapitate themselves.
The story is funny and well-written. The pace is a little off, though not
much.
Sylvestor Stallone mumbles cutely as Bill Conti. Robert DeNiro plays
the scientists. The lighting is subdued.

, ...... "' pogol2)

Theatre.

PALm: A Cheesy Film
P.A.L.M., directed by Fibber Magee [and Molly too] is showing at the
Cinema Nonexistem.

feel good together. Boil is a good
director.
·
The Nice Little Bunny is Boil's
best film. It is the greatest movie I
have ever seen. I laughed, cried and
felt good together.
Johnny is a little bunny who
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Tale of Two movies

u

·;;;:

separately, thoygh the first was
originally intended to lead
smoothly il)to the second.
z
This doesn't happen, because the
ByDAN HUMENICK
N•
change
in Dembo's character, from
.....
Q)
likelable
ex-con to violent pervert,
Straight Time is '<o.mposed of ~wo
~ one-hour episodes, ·both very and in the film's tone, from realistic
tl..
different in tone.
· character study to predictable
The first is about a man, just thriller, is too abrupt to make any
released from prison, who finds sense. This bizarre shift in the
many obstacles blocking his at- film's perspective jolts and contempts to live a quiet, normal fuses the audience, and makes the
existence; he desperately wants to two segments look like they belong
go "straight," but he feels he is in totally dissimilar movies.
Despite this mammoth flaw,
doomed to fail. The second story is
a study of a psychopathic criminal Straight Time is, oddly, an enjoyable entertainment, due, in no
and his various sick escapades. ·
. Both of these characters sport the small part, to Hoffman's good
same monicker, Max Dembo, and performance and Ulu Grosbard's
'are played by the same actor, contemplative, leisurely-paced
Dustin Hoffman. Similarly, both direction. The film is as fun as, say,
sections employ the same cast and Heroes or The Goodbye Girl.
But Hoffman, who owned the
purport to coexist as chapters in the
rights
to the property, obviously
same story. These parts do not
come together to form a coherent, wanted Straight Time to be a bit
feature-length movie. They exist more substantial than the zany,

mindless movie which it has now
become. Still, since most people go
to the fnovies for fun, the film
despite the fact that it makes little
sense and is quite unbelievalbe, will
probably draw in crowds. The
studio tampering Hoffman has
complained about may ha.ve
destroyed the artistic worth of
Straight Time, but it may have also
turned it in.to a hit,

Straight Time, directed by Ulu
Grosbard, is playing at the
:::Q) Coronado Four.
Q)

~
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CINEMA • 298-5505 .
;1268 WYOMING BLVD. N.E.

CLOSE
ENCOUNTERS
OF THE THIRD KIND
Sti'rring RICHARD DREYFUSS

EaYlyShow
Sat, & Sun.
ulll:30 AM
Dailv ut:
2.00:•• 30
-7:00-~,30

/PGI

'
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Funny Bunny
wants to steal carrots from Farmer
Bill's garden. His friend Bob tells
him not to. Johnny does not listen.
Johnny, like Shakespear's Othello,
needs carrots. Bob tries to stop
Johnny. Johnny ignores Bob and
steals Farmer Bill's carrots. The
, story ends happily as Farmer Bill
decapitates Bob in slow motion.
This is a delightful story. It is
sumptuously filmed in lovely color.
Dark shadows interplay with white
lights to create interesting effects.
Robert DeNiro plays Johnny in a
fetching cowboy suit. DeNiro really
looks and acts like a nice little
bunny. In regard to acting, DeNiro
turns in a good performance.
The Nice Little Bunny was filmed
in Ontario, Canada. The film
makes good use of its location. It is
beautiful to look at. It is the best
movie ever made. The lighting is
subdued. ·

Experimental
Psychodrama Workshop
with
8/A BRANHAM- APRIL 14-16
SAN CRISTOBAL N.M.
reservations 266-7090

In Person

Stnn Brnkhnge
master of the American avant-garde film

BRAKHAGE
FILMS

The UNM Music Department
was saddened earlier this month by
the death of Professor Herbert
Levinson. A popular guest violist
with many lqcal groups, an excellent violinist and an annual
participant in the Faculty Follies·,
Levinson was admired not only as a
fine musician, but as a warm and
generous human being.
A concert of John Donalss
Robb's music will be given tonight
at Albuquerque's First Unitarian
Church, 3701 Carlisle NE, at 8 p.m.
At this time, donations will be

The Union (sub) Theatre
Thursda_y (3-30)
8:00pm: Tto.geodlo. and Slncetlty Reel 3
Ffida_y ( 3 _31 )
(a work in progress)
3:00 pm: Shott Films 76 and Short Films 75
8:00 pm: Short Films 75 and The Governor
In addition to the scfeening of his films, at each show the incredibl_y lucid and witt_y Stan Brakhage will speak and address
himself to questions.
Students $1.50
Genero.l Public $2.00
:J'he Union Theo.tre is loco.ted in the south lower
level of the UNm Student Building.

accepted for the Herbert Levinson
Menorial Fund.
The program will open with the
electronic music of the former
UNM Fine Arts college dean, while
the second half will feature two of
his chamber works.
·violist Joel Rosenberg and
pianist George Robert, both of the
UNM faculty will perform the
'' Concertino,''
while cellist
Dorothy Kempter and pianist Mimi
Tung will play Robb's "Sonata for
Cello".

one soul single, "Who'd She Coo."
Their greatest hits album, .entitled
Gold, lived up to its name earlier
this year.
The members of this group are
deeply involved in the community
affairs of their home town of
Dayton, Ohio. Over the past few
years the Players have contributed
hundreds of thousands of dollars to
various community projects, and in
1976 the band served as chairmen
for
the March of Dimes
Walkathon.
As\diversified in their personal
interests as they are talented, the
Ohio Players can be expected to
deliver an evening of entertainment
showing no musical boundaries.
They will be supported by The
Floaters.
A Detroit based vocal group
made up of four extremely talented
young men (Ralph Mitchell,
Charles Clark, Paul Mitchell and
Larry Cunningham), The Floaters
gained overnight popularity with
their hit single, "Float On."
Their first album, The Floaters,
was produced in 1976 by Woody
Wj]son for Fee Productions. It
became a phenomenon in the pop
world as the single release "Float
On" became the number one soul
hit and a top three pop record.
Magic, their newest effort for
ABC records, promises to be the

Ohio Players will be backed by the Blonters o.nd
Spinning Wheel.
same magic blend of pop, funk and
R&B as their first album, with sureto-be--hits like "Magic, We Thank
You" and "Let's Try Love
Again."
·
Although the Floaters have
worked extensively in the metroDetroit area, they have also worked
in the Bahamas, in Nassau and in
Canada, and have toured Florida
and West Virginia with the
renowned Detroit Emeralds. They,
too, have donated their talents to
various causes, such a telethons fer
Jerry Lewis and for the inmates of
Wayne County Jail and the Detroit
House of Corrections.
This eagerly awaited evening will
be kicked off by the local talents of

~TAPFS ODYSSEY RECORDS

~Nonesuch
~

Oh! Calcutta! continues its national tour at Albuquerque's Kiva

(coot f1an pogoll)

can't play worth a crap and Dick one being 45 seconds. Bowel
Clark said the fifties were dead."
Movement is a local product who
Gemini Bar and Lounge Punk Rock has been said to stink up the place.
Revue: And they thought New I personally feel that ohit doesn't
York's CBGB's was the best punk belong on the stage and I mean
rock club. Tonight five new wave that literally. Headlining the show
bands roll in with the tide. Lust is the Horst Wessle Five. Horst
opens the show featuring lead comes on the stage dressed in a
singer Shirley Pimple who pops Nazi outfit with a mustache on his
out of a toilet onstage completely forehead (we. at the Loblow staff
in the nude. Maggot Breath is a 24- think it's fake). We asked Wessle
m an bands consisting of three if it was going to be a good show.
musicians and 21 men and women He said, "You betcha."
who create one of the most in- Meters Davis: Renown jazz
credible punk rock orgies ever to musician plllys at the Mist Lounge
be witnessed. Columnist Rocks in the Albuturkey Inn. Meters
Reed said, "A splendid per- said, "I've gone through a lot of
formance indeed." Leech is changes and that metric system
probably the worst band you'll conversion was worse than a sex
ever see. On their latest album change." Jazz critic Mike
Blood for Breakfast, the group Gc; stan said, "1 think Miles sold
performs 53 songs with the longest out."

& TAPFS ODYSSEY

8 from

'Oh CnlcuttQ ' Rises
Above Bnte Essentials
Auditorium on Sunday, April 2 ,and Tuesday, .,April 4, fpr t.wo performances only. Curtain will be at 8 p.m. The production has heretofore
never toured all of the United States and has never played the Albuquerque
area.
The revolutionary musical, which was the first respected legitimate stage
production to feature complete nudity, was devised by the noted British
critic and author Kenneth Tynan and features original skits and songs by
such noted writers, composers and lyricists as Sherman Yellen (The
Rothschilds, Rex), Leonard Melfi (Birdbath), Dan Greenberg
(Something's There and How to Be a Jewish Mother), Dav:d Newman and
Robert Benton (Bonnie and Clyde) ami Sam Shepard (Zabriskie Point).
The contemporary music score of Oh! Calcutla!- an amalgam of jazz,
rock, folk and country music- was composed by Peter Schikele, Robert
Denni~ and Stanley Walden.
Since its original production in New York, where it is now running for
the second time, - more than !0 million people have seen the various
productions of Oh! Calc~;tta! in London (where it is still playing at the
Duchess Theatre after seven years), Stockholm, Amsterdam, Brussels,
Pari~, Copenhagen, Sydney, Hamburg, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and
Miami.
The creation of Oh! ,Calcutta! caused an overwhelming tide of excitement and as the first totally nude stage production ever, it broke
tradition and set the precendent for a whole new wave of legitimate
theatrical works all over the world.
Tickets for Oh I Calcutta! are available at Albuquerque Ticket Agency,
in Coronado; The General Store, both locations; L.P. Goodbuy, both
locations; Candyman, Santa Fe. Tickets are at the box office on the day of
the show only. Tickets are $8.50, and $7 .50.

Spinning Wheel.
After the concert Eastern
Connection will present a disco
dance at the Western Skies Motor
Hotel.

~Classics 8

'Oh Cnlcutta' comes to Albuquerque

••• Blnnd-do.tes Continued
at

By JANE QUESNEL
The group breaks down inFollowing the success of last dividually into Clarence (satch)
year's April Fools' Day concert, the Satchell, Marshall Jones, Ralph
Ohio Players are returning to (Pee Wee) Middlebrooks, Billy
Albuquerque's Tingley Coliseum Beck, Marvin (Merv) Piece, Leroy
today, March 31, at 8 p.m.
(Sugar) Bonner, Jimmy (Diamond)
Fresh from the release of their Williams and Chet Willis. Together
sixth album, Angel, as well as the they have produced a long line of
soundtrack album to the Fred Top Pop and Top Soul hits as well
Williamson film Mr. Mean, the as three platimum albums in four
Ohio Players have climbed the years.
ranks of today's musical field. In a
Their first album, Skin Tight,
few short years this group has risen shot to gold via the hit single "Jive
from their start as a back-up band Turkey" in 1974. Their next two
to their present status as in- albums, Fire and Honey, followed
ternational concert headliners, with in the footsteps of the first, rising to
two European concert tours under gold and then platinum..
their belts.
Album number four, Contradicion, gave birth to a number

ffiemotlnl Set Fot Tonight

(coolfran pogoll)
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Ohio Playets Float In
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4.98 Mfrs.
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Price
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NONESUCH
CELEBRATES
AMERICA IN MUSIC

~

o?j

~

Wi'JNING
PERFORM.t '1\l'CES
OF EA.tc.LY MUSIC

m

THE MASTERS
ON NONESUCH

Tre'at yourself to a new hiking experience in
this Vasque rocking hiking boot. It's made on
a "rocker last" which duplicates the natural
walking action of the foot. Result? Faster
break-in ... easier walkir.g, less foot strain.
Test walk this new hiker-start rocki

Vt14f4'J)
tlie 1Howdai11 6(}()14

@
MDUK'l"A!XS
Allll

RIVERS
2320 Central S.E.

•

288-4476

Hours Mon.·Fri. 10-6, Sat. 9-5

This will probably be your last opportunity to get these fine recordings

~
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AND TAPES

8ODYSSEY RECORDS &ThPFS

5811 Menaul Blvd. N.E.
3500 Central Ave. S.E.
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PERSONALS

CONTACfS???

POLISHING &

SOLUTIONS.

Ct\Sey Optical Company. 2j5~87.36

tfn

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con.

traception, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,

294-0171.
04/28
';{ •HOW LONG CAN IT GO ON?117 Natural Sound
cu Re_cords and Tapes storewide sale is now in its third
<.)

~
~

Z
\0
~
QJ

~

~

month·· the longest sale in the history of New Mexico.
· All6.98 list LP-'s are3,99, all7.981ist LP's an:4,89.
Hi~her list LP's and all tapes, 1.00 off regular price.
Natural Sound has a large stock pf used records ii.nd

LOST: DRIEFCASE MISSING south of SUB.
Papers necessary for school. Reward··no questions,
Z68-2017 weekday evenings, or drop by the LOBO
Lost and. Found, Marron Hall Rm. 105;
04/05
LOST: LEATHER KEY Ring with four keys, ·on
track behind Johnson Gym. 27742.88.
04/06
LOST: DEL RIO Antologia II Literatura Espanola.
Call Linde, 294-3248,
04/06
LOST: LADIES BULOVA watch in west lot or· on
macpus. Sentimental v<~lue, 293-0737.
04/06

ROOM & BOARD: RESPONSIB~E female to live-in
(private bedroom/bath), and care for 2 children ages
8 & 10, 2:30 pm-9:00 pm, Moni:luy-Frid11y, end of
March through May. Home 3 blocks rrom UNM.
26l-$318,
04/04.
NEAR,UNM, LAROE 2 Bedroom basement apar~
tmcnt, Fumished, fireplace. $225/mo, including all
utilities. Call after4:30, 266~2375.
04/04
TRADE--MY HOUSE in Washington D.C. during
summer months for house or apartment in
Albuquerque, For paniculars, call my mother-Albuquerque 266-3938.
04/06
ROOMMATE WANTED. SHARE nice 2 bdr,
04/06
house, 268~0910,
WHAT.,IS A COLLEGE INN? Tired of cooking and
cleanirtg?' Need a place to Jlve for spring term? Come
(O the College Inn. 303 Ash NE, 243-2881.
03/31
ROOMMATE WANTED .. EXCEPTIONAL hou,e
in Corrales. Non-smo_ker, quiet, prefer graduate
studeht/working person. $140. 898~7798.
04/06

TgLEV1SION $50, 266·8234.
GARAG~

3.

PERRY'S PIZZA. We Deliver. Call 843-9750. Try
our fresh salad and slice specials for lunch.
04/03
SHY, HANDSOME, SEMI~ATHLETIC writer
would like to meet a woman interesled In reading and
hiking. I feel very strange placing this ad and have
even rented a post office box so my friends won't
think I'm cruzy. Please write if you'd like to meet me
for lunch some time. Box4411. 87196,
04/05
NOTICE: DENNIS GARCIA Day 4/6178,
03/3I
DO YOU WANT to get In good running shape but
lack the self-discipline to stick with a running
program? Let Rent·a·Runner assist you. 277-2885
04/05
evenings.
PIANO AND RECORDER lessons by experienced
teacher. Call LinJa, 247·8158.
03/31
SUE, HAPPY ANNIVERSARY. I hope our next
years arc ns good as our first. I love you, Robert.
04/03
RICK SHAY'S BIRTHDAY Is today. Has he
forgotten'!
03/31
FIDEAUX. HAPPY2'4TI-I. See you in the neet.
03/31
LIVE JAZZ AT NED'S through the Happy
Hour ..• every Friday from 5:30 to 7:30.
03/J l
DOES ANYONE HAVE 2 tickets to Steve Martin
they can sell? Ca11247-3852 or 3:30·6:30, 843·2111,
ext. 2708. Ask for Angela.
03/31
OUITAR LESSONS: FOLK, classical, rock & jazz.
Experienced teacher. Call Marc 247-8158.
03/31

6.

2.

LOST & FOUND

VOLVO REPAIR. REASONABLE. Guarantee.
Mike, 247-9083 evenings.
04/04
EXPERT BICYCLE REPAIRS. In shop use of tools
and instruclion also available, Albuquerque Bike Coop. 106 Girard SE, Room 117.265-5170.
04/05
TYPING .. CALL 266·0142.
04/I4

4.

PEUGEOT

••••••••

••••••••••••••••
~~ty\.
-:J.JJ-1\opeu' ·
3222 Central SE 268·3949

We Now Carry Peugeot Bicycles
Complete Sales-Service-Accessories
B
es-M eds-V
Scooters

TRAVEL

DRIVING OUT OF STATE? Our riders will share
gas and driving. I.T.C. 265·9860,
04/07 ·

r

INTERNATIONAL CHARTER FLIGHTS, Eurail·
passes, travel information available at Intercontinental Travel Centre, Our services are free! 2659860,
04/07

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

CHEAP WATERBEDS! WATER trips $99,00 buys
yOu l) dark wal11ut stained frame, 21 safety liner, 3)
fo1:un comfort pad; 4) an!f size mattreSS With -5-ycar,
nuarantee·, $99.00.3407 CenlratNE, 255-2289'. 04/04
"'
SOLAR POWER, G.E.D. products for home or
business. Call Mark at ALPHA Systems, 255-33(57
TODAY.
04/04
SELFwHYPNOSIS WORKSHOP April I & 2,
Satni-day to.4 pill, Sunday 1-4 pm, Cost $30.00,
students $20.00. Limited enrollment. Pholte ~62-0066
or 266-1789,
03/31
NATURAL DYE WORKSHOP. Learn to usc native
plants as dye~>. The Weavers' Studio, 205 Stanford
SE, 265_9100 ,
03/31

Avery construction Company Is looking
for a hard working, industrious person
who wants to get Involved With a growing,
progressive construction company.
We are looking for a person Who wants
to develop a future In Heavy & Highway
Construction areas of field supervision,
field layout, bidding, estimating, con:
structlon and other related fields In the
construclion Industry In New Mexico and
Colorado.
For further Information,
coni act or write:
·sus Avery
P.O. Box GG
Buena Vista, Co. 81211
or call:
(303) 395•2443

Post The Daily Lobo

•

DOWNTOWN STUDIOS AND-OFFICES: Walkw
up;· !Jnique: safe; $30-$200 a month. Ro~enwald
Building. Founh and Ci!ntral. 242-6166,298-6046.
04107
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: START your rcluil
bustness at the Downtown Ba 7.aar. Stalls: $7.00/day,
$100.00/month. Open Monday-Satunlny. Rosenwald
Building, Fourth and Ccnlral. 242·6166, 298·6046.

UNITED Feature Syndicate
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Come to Marron Hall Room 131, or send $10 to:
IJNM Box 20, Univ, of N.M., Alb., N.M. 87131

Witt,, a crowded field of four
for Graduate Student
Association president, there is a lot
of conjecture over who the new
president will be . But there's one
thing that can be said for certainit' 11 be a male.
After a year under the leadership
of Margaret Moses, grad students
will go to the polls this week to
select from among four male
candidates for GSA president. They
are: Steve Maple, a 36-year old
student in education; Gregg
McReynolds, a 23-year old second
year law student; 21-year old Joe
Tapia, also a second-year law
student, and Norman Todd, a 21
year old law student in his first
year.
Also on the GSA ballot are some
17 -ort;nni:mti•ms requesting a slice
of the $61,515 budget pie.
Most of the voting is expected to
take place on Wednesday. The
Student Union Building polling
place will b<' op.en from 9 a.m. to 7
p.m. Wednesday. And polls at the
law school, business school and
chemistry buildin-g will be open
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Wednesday.
In addition to the regular polling
places, graduate students attending
night school-can vote from 5 to 7
p.m. Monday and Wednesday at
the GSA office on the second floor
of the SUB.
ca·.~didates

Sat., April 1
10:00 Am
Rm. 230-SUB
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tunc of $1,171, was given $800 by
the senate .
Other budgets approved were
Disabled on Campus ($800), Poetry
Series
($649, 95),
National
Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws ($4,500) and the
Lobby Committee ($800).
The senate is scheduled to meet
again today at 9 a.m. to put the
finishing touches on the 1978-79
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43 Eternal
prefix
12 Doer
46 Castle' so
13 Scottish VIP
protection
21 Nevada's
48 Extinct bird
neighbor
51 Removes by
23 Diplomacy
scrubbing
26 Forgive
53 Snarl
28 Be clothed 54 Collide and
in
rebound
29 Attack sud- 55 State a
denly
belief
30 Additional 56 Asian
31 Rescued
kingdom
from danger 57 Complete
35 Runs easily 61 European
37 Dessert top·
marshal
pings
63 "E" of
38 Suffering
"Q.E.D."
39 Smelter
64 Discourteous
66 Outcome
refuse
41 Sedimentary 68 Garment
material
part

Two wrongs don't make a
right, but three lefts do.

4 Vie For ~SA Presidency

-·

Council meeting

A V t

that would handle clerical work for reconsider PIRG. In the previous
ASUNM financed organizations by budget hearing, the senate voted to
approving $32,707,69 for the place PIRG on the spring budget
general governmental budget.
'referendum at $45,000.
Williams
had
requested·
The senate approved the
$37,749.48, an increase of more recommendation of the finance
than $6,000 over this year's budget.
committee to fund the Returning
The matter of financing the New Students Association $1,726. The
Mexico Public Interest Research Albuquerque Boycott Committee,
Group (PIRG) came up once again which the finance committee
but A!-h.t; senate voted not to recommended to be funded to the

Bail

Steve Maple

LOBO
Schedules
Candidate
Interviews

•

I
I

In an effort to bring about an
informed electorate, the LOBO will
be interviewing candidates for
ASUNM positions this week for the
Aprill2 Spring General Election.
Candidates for senate, vice
president and president are asked to
call the LOBO at 277-5656 between
the hours of noon and 5 p.m. today
to make appointments to be interviewed. Candidates may also
make appointments by stopping at
the LOBO office, room 138 Marron
Hall during those hours.
Those candidates who do not
make appointments to be interviewed this week, will not be
prot rayed in the April 11 special
cleclion issue. No exceptions.
Candidates may supply pictures
of themselves or the LOBO wili
take the photos.

Gregg McReynolds

GSA presidential candidate Steve
Maple has the increased utilization
of the Student Research Allocation
Committee at the top of his Jist of
priorities.
"SRAC is constantly asked by
grad students for money to do more
things, but it doesn't have the
money," said the 36 year old grad
student in education. "I think we
can expand through the addition of
a grant-in-aid advisor who'll look
for a way to bring in more funds."
Maple,
who
earned
undergraduate degrees in psychology
and special education at the
University of Nevada-Reno, said he
would like to create a better
communications network between
GSA and graduate students. "A lot
Steve Maple
or grad students don't even know
what GSA is," he said.
present, such as Mesa Chicana,
Returning Students and Disabled
on Campus. "I'd like to see what
Clearing up the GSA budget
we can do for them and they can do
picture would be another of
for GSA," Maple said.
Maple's priorities. "I'd like to do
away with the ambiguity at budget
MaJ11e also place priority on
time and know what we can expect
from these groups we give money expansion of the GSA newsletter
to, "he said. Maple also said he'd and establishing a personal liaison
like to see the GSA budget include between GSA and graduate school
groups that are not funded at departments.

Joe Tapia

You can post the campus for only $10 a
year. That's the cost of a one yea!l' sub·
scription to the New Mexico Daily Lobo.
That includes the weekly summer issues.

If you're leaving, keep in touch
If you don't write home the Daily Lobo is a message
If a friend needs a Christmas gift, send the Daily Lobo
If you miss the Lobo D_aily, mail it to yourself!

should give us nothing and we (the
committee) will withdraw the
cultural committee from ASUNWith a move that cultural
M." Epstein told the senate.
committee chairman David Epstein
Epstein gave no indication Friday
said "screwed 14,000 students," ·that he would withdraw the cultural
the ASUNM Senate reduced the committee from ASUNM
committee's budget Friday from· a
In other action, the senate
· quelched plans by Tom Williams,
request of $25,900 to $5,000.
After a vote of nine in favor of ASUNM president, to establish a
cutting the committee's budget to new position in student government
· $5,000, seven opposed and one
abstention, Epstein said, "I want
the senate to know they just
screwed 14,000 students.''
On March 27, however, the
senate considered approving
$13,000 to finance the cultural
committee in 1978-79. Epstein told
the senate at that time that $13,000
was an unacceptable amount.
"Instead of giving us $13,000 you

New Mexi

G.S.A.

52 Reducing in
rank
1 Favorable
54 ------lenses
factor
5 Assessor
58 French town
10Gem
14 Dial. negn59 Monkey
live phrase
60 Sound a
15 Harden:
horn
Var.
62 Of gr~ater
16 Ten· Prefix
duratron
Mature
17 New·1oun dl an d 65
67 Of use: Rare
69 Hindu
18 ~~;a in
leader
'd
vall
.
70 -- -- errand
19 One who IS
71 Quality
opposed
levels
20 Prepa~e~,
72 Be ahead
as a Will. 2
73 Become
words
blended
22 ----egg
74S ik h d
tr es ar
24 "High---":
Anderson II- 75 lt. royal
tie
name
25 Pave over
DOWN
27 Toward the
ocean
.
29 Goes back
1 Companion.
over
Slang
32 Top aviator
2 Prevaricator
33 Winglike
3 Not ouro
part
4 Worry-wart
34 Of blood
5 s.et at .
36 Packs down
drfferent mtightly
tervals
40 Canadian
6 Emmet,
satellite
7 Malay IItle
42 Piece of turf
of respect
44 Not artificial
8 S~a btrds
45 Fabric
9 H1storlc
47 Lukewarm
water body:
49 Narrow inlet
2 words
50 Spanish ar- 10 Harem .room
ticle
11 Numencal
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SPEC!A)f,
OOLJ.ECTIONS

By D. M. FLYNN
LOBO News Editor ·

TDDAY'S CBDSSIDBD PUZZLE

ENGINEERS
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/SPECIAL
IOOLLECT!ONS

Everyone Welcome

ROOMY 1-BDRM FURNISHED apt., utilities paid,
$185,00 mo., 116 Harvard SE. Call898-1254.
03/31
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY, UTILITIES paid,
$143,00 mo., 1710 Coal Pl. SE. Call898-1254. 03/31
APT. FOR RENT. Oreal 3·bdrm, 2 bath, all the
e:s~tras! $395/mo. 293-4783.
03/31
ALL UTILITIES PAID, clean solid 1-bdrm, 3-blks
to UNM, $65. Caii262-17SI, Valley Rentals, .$30 fee.
03/31
BIKB TO CLASS, finally furnished 2~bdrm, securely
fenced yard 1 $150. Ca11262-17St, Valley Rentals, $30
fcc.
03/31

~~

··2f1s/71

t

HOUSING

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps.· Ortega 233.
277-l901.
ss
FOUND: LADIES WRIST watch, near College Inn.
Call Roger 277-3106 day, 242-8356 evenings.
04/03
FOUND: GOLD WIRE-FRAME prescription glasses
in black casc~lnbellcd Benson. Found ncar Civil
Engineering patio. Call277·2122.
04/04

7.

NM Dept. of Finance & Adminsitration:
PROGRAMMER ANALYST I & 11: Salary $1119·
1805 depending on background. Requires high :;chool
or equivalent plus any combination of education,
training, or experience in computer operations,
co]nputer science or related fit:lds totaling 4 yrs.,
including 3 yrs. ln applic~tions programming or ·
systems analysis. SYSTEMS ANALYST I & ~I;
Salary $1296-1990 depending on background,
Requires high school or equivalent plus any combimltion of education, experience, or training in
computer operations, computer programming,
-compllter science or related fields totaling 6 yrs.,
including 4 yrs, in programming or.systems analysis.
RADIO TECHNICIAN I & II: Sal~ry $817-1415
dci.JCJJdin""' 011 experience, Requires high school or
equivalent plus n valid second clnss or higher FCC
radio-telephone _license plus one year of C"iper'iem:e in
electronics or communications theory and mninlt;>nance. ·UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
ADMINISTRATOR: Salary $1174·1719 depending
on background. Reqllires high school or equivillent
·
·
plus any com b .umuon
o f co 11 ege an d expencnce
related to unemployment compensation totaling B
)'rs., including 2 yrs. supervisory. All positions
located in Santa Fe. (For more detail, phone Gene
Valdes, 827-2601). Apply Stale Personnel Office, IJO
Sollth Capitol, Sunta Fe. NM 87501. An equal op-

FORSALE

speakers,
TEAC TAPE
Pioneer
DECK,
receiver.
Dual Call
turntable,
Roberttwo
after
Dynaco
6:00,
292-3225,
03/31
1972 VEGA ·-SEDAN, economical 4-speed, top
condition, $900 or bcsl offer. Must sell, 881-2670.
04/04
BICYCLES: BEST BUYS on French Bertin's and
other fine makes, From New Mexico's only direct
importer. R.C. Hallet's, 843-9378.
04/07
69 BUG, REBUILT ENGINE, generator, carburetor.
New: palnt, distributor, battery, tires, scat-covers,
and more. Clean, like new, gas saver, $1200 firm.
03/31
345 • 1780,

EMPLOYMENT

PART-TIME JOD GRADUATE students only.
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday and Sawrday nights. Musa be 21 yr.s. Old,
Apply in person, no phone CE!lls please. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE.
03/31
GO EAST THIS S_UMMER. Nationally known
company interviewing. Approxln1atc profit, $894,00
per month, Interview nt 2:00 and 5:00 in Mitchell
Hall, Rm. 104, Friday, 3/31178.
03/31

SERVICES

2266.
ACCURATE TYPING BY PROFESSIONAL.04/07
242WEAVING, SPINNING CLASSES--inkle and
car~weaving workshops··a!l starting soon. The
Weavers' Studio, 205 Stanford SE, 265-9100. 03/31
TUTORING IN SPANISH, conversation or reading,
Call Miguel, 262-0449.
03/31
TUTORING--GENERAL AND Organic Chemistry,
Math, Calculus. Steve, 266-4856.
03/31
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
265·1164.
04/10

LIVE-IN HOUSEKEEPER, MATURE, responsible,
plensartl personality, to do house-sitting, be mindful
of 9-ycar«old girl, iron, shop, and occusionnlly travel
with family, in e;<changc fof room with bath, board,
and excellen1 salary. Please reply to: Nanny, Box
9335, Albuquerque, NM 87119.
04/07
OOTTHOSESUMMER work blues? Smile--students
working nalionaliY kMwn program made approximately $250,00 per week in 1977, For more
information, call 883·81 RI.
04/07

p10. 1905

Silver SE,
03/31
NIC~ ELECTRONIC GUITAR, $40.00. 268·5940,
Ginny,
03/31

LOST: ZIMMERMAN LIBRARY, March 27, Green
bookbag. Would like to recover contents, Please
leave at library office or desk, No questions asked,
tapes which are guaranteed against defects, priced ·at
• 04/04
1.99 up. Bring down your unwanted records and
LOST: LADIES GOLD Watch, before spring break.
tapes and trade for cash or new music. Na.tural Sounta
Reward. 268-9591.
04/05
PEUGOT BICYCLES·SA.LES, service, accessories,
Records & Tapes 1 ! 19 Harvard 3E, (across from •
FOUND: BROWN BRUSH in ladies restroOm in .TJ Moped, 3222 Central SE, 268-3949,
03/31
Hippo lee Cream), and 8019-A.Mcnaul NE.
04/14
M3rron Hall, Claim in Room 105, Marron Hall.
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie tickets
OUTSTANDIN G PR lc ES 0 N MaKe II C -90 bl ank
04/03
cassettes! UD: $3.25. UDXL: :S4. Minimum 6,
now available: SUB Box Office. $2,!i0.
03/31
Firefly,256-149S.
04/17
ANNUAL PHI ALPHA THETA book sale. Price.!i
HANG GLIDER, ELECTRA Flyer. Path Finder,
from 5c. Hundreds of titles. At SUB from 9~5
Excellent Condition, $250,00.256-1022.
03/31
Tuesday, April4, 1978.
04/04
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now:
1971 VW. GREAT condition, i'nterior like new, Call
CREATIVE SEWINCi--SF.W withoul paueros. Class
Call PENM 842-5200.
tfn for details. Mary, 217-~61,
04103
Slarts April 6th. The Weavers' Studio, 205 Slanford
EXPERT
TYPING.
266-4567,
03/31
1976 KAWASAKI KE 125 Enduro, 400 miles. $600
SE. 265·9t00.
03/31
besl offer. 296-9487.
04/04
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
PHI ALPHA THETA {History Honorary Society)
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical, •
will meet on Friday, March 31, 1978, at 3;30 pm in
1972 CORVETIE, BOTH tops, PS, PB, AC,'needs
scholastic. Charts & tables, 345-2125.
04/29
the History Department lounge, Mesa Vista Hall
paint, $5500 best offer. 296-9487,
04/04
1104.
03/31
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM scle~;tric) and
MOVING SALE: 72 PLYMOUTH, furniture, ladies
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
bicycle, 266-9882.
04/04
1ST ANNUAL EVERYTHING must-gQ spring salew268-8lt5.
tfn
all pipes, tobucl·o's, paraphernalia, imported
DOBERMAN PUPPIES$50.00. Cai1344-9172.04/04
cignretles, celestial leas, rainbows, incense,
TYPING ISTQUALITY. 883-7787.
tfn ( YAMAHA CR-IOOO, Bose 901 serie$11l spc;.~kcr$ plus
everything t1p to 40 per cent off at Pipe & Tobacco
GREAT
TYPING!
266~3953.
03/31
equalizer, and AKAI 630D 10 inch reel to reel tape
Road, 107B Cornell SE, across from UNM, M-F
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates \deck for just $1000. Contact Brian at 265-8478 and
8:30-6:00, SaL 10-5. (Expecting a tax refund? One
04/28 I leave message.
tfn
available. Call Tim, 268-6510.
04/10
dollar puts any pipe on layawa~l)

5.

SALE: SATUIIOAY noon to 6
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GSA pre1idential candidate Joe
Tapia has made the unique promise
to return at least one-third of his
$3,300 annaul salary as GSA
president to buy trees for the North
Campus.
Tapia, a second-year law student,
also said he would like to work at
changing the budgeting structure of
GSA so that the president wouldn't
be a "rubber stamp." Tapia said
the president's power is limited at
present because the budget for the
next year is approved at the same
time the new president is elected.
The 23-year-old Santa Fe native ,said he would have a lot of time to
devote to GSA because of a light
.~.:~J•)Ol icJ.d
Tapia would like ce- l'egin a
professional journal at Ul\lM ,:sing
GSA financing. He r,aid the
magazine could be used as "a
sounding board for Ph.D. can-'
didates" and could be sold if it was
of high quality.

Tapia, who earned his undergraduate degree in economics at
the University of California-Irvine,
said he would work with the City of

Joe Tapia
Albuquerque to establish a contract
whereby students could ride the bus
anYwhere in the city for a very low
cost. He said that in his days at Callrvine the school and the city
worked out a program allowing
students to ride the bus am· where in
the county for $2 per year.'
Tapia, who said he ~upports
groups as SRAC, Child Care (\l·llP
and Clinical Law, pn.Hnised to keep
an arm's length from any group
GSA might be funding.

Spending GSA's $60,000 annual
budget on groups that benefit "all
grad student" is the main priority
of presidential candidate Gregg
McReynolds.
McReynolds, 23, said too much
of GSA's money is spend on
"special interest groups." He said
that GSA money should be spent on
a matching- funds basis.
McReynolds, who earned his
undergraduate degree in philosophy
and math at St. John's College in
Santa Fe, also said the GSA
structure !)as to be changed from its
present status as "little departmental GSA's and one large GSA
'"m.cil.'' He al~o attacked the
.loosely structured department
representation and the fact that the
GSA constitution has no election
code. He advocates constitutional
changes to rectify these problems.
The second-year law school
student would also like to establish
what he calls "bread and butter"
projects for graduate students.
These are a financial aid project
and an employment opportunity
project.
McReynolds wants GSA to
spon~or a UNM magazine, film

Gregg McReynolds
festival, parties and lectures.
A former employee of the New
Mexico Health and Social Services
Department, McReynolds ~aid he
would meet with grad students at
least twice a month in .addition to
attending meeting<, of the UNM
Regents, Board of Educational
Finance, Faculty Senate, Graduate
Committee
and
the
State
Legislature.

Norman Todd
GSA presidential candidate
Norman Todd promJ~L~: . "t3ke a
realistic attitude about what tlSA
can do."
The 21-year-old Todd said,
"Margaret Moses (present GSA
presidertt) has made some stride~ to
broaden GSA's visibility. I'd like to
further that visibility."
Todd said he would do this by
being an active president in
reaching out to other groups. He
said instead of waiting for
departments to tell GSA how many
grad students they have enrolled, he
would call the >chools and ask
them.
The Deming native who earned
his undergraduate degree at UNM
in political science, said he would
coordinate GSA's lobbying efforts
with those of ASUNM .
Todd said that if elected he
would resign his position as vice
chairman of the New Mexico Public
Interest Research Group Board of
Directors.

see some groups which receive
larger allocations from GSA work
on funding from outside sources.
"We can only carry these big
groups so far," he said.

"I . would provide strong
execuuve support of the Child Care
Co-op and KUNM's affiliation
with National Public Radio " said
Todd adding that he would, like to

Todd said he'd like to continue
the present efforts to improve
communication between GSA and
its members and promised only "to
build on
this
year's ac·
complishments."

